RE- H ASH O F M AR ITU A N A SY NT}R O M E
Fred McGrail

Dr. GS Ch op ia, former Director General of Health
Services in India, advocated the decriminalization of mari
juana. in a speech at Thayer Hospital Tuesday night, he
described marijuana abuse as a "personality problem not
to be solved by legal m eans."
Chopra proposed the repeal of the prohibition of
marijuana, "but not without some controls." He recommended that methods be worked out for the legal
distribution of marijuana, just like any commercial drug.
Chopra said he believes that "some relaxation of mar
rijuana laws is "logical and inevitable." He said the first
step should be the reduction of possession penalties. *'B y
relaxing marijuana laws we are not creating marijuana abuse. It is already here," he stated.
Chopra also said that changes in the marijuana laws
would free . law enforcement officials to direct their efforts at controlling the abuse of more dangerous drugs
such as heroin. He rioted that he found no evidence
to believe that marijuana use leads to the use of other drugs
As to the danger of physical addiction to pot, Chopra
said there is not evidence of addiction symptoms even
close to those manifested with the abuse of alcohol, morphine, or heroin/ Regartjiiig possibie psychic dependence he
said that there k;. "j\6VHaird and fast line" to determine whether a person is dependent on the drug. "It is important
to ascertain whether pot is the life-organizing factor. " But
he went on to say that "pur studies indicated no psychic
dependence in m oderate uses."

"No Psychic Dependence in Moderate Use"

Back

t© Bo oks
—Cathy Beaulieu

A recent phenomena threatens to profoundly affect
this
small
liberal arts college, which now boasts an astoundAccording to Chopra, marijuana "users tend to prestudent to available study-space ratio. Colby College,
1.5:1
ing
fer a 'loosely structured life-style, as opposed to a cona once low key academic environ, has tossed off its pony extrolled, well-directed one'. He said that poj may or may
press study habits and assumed a 747 pace (well lubricated
not be the catalyst, but that it "aids in the development of
new attitudes, particularly in an anlienated sub-culture."
with Mobil Oil representatives and a Campus pub populus).
Attributing the widespread use of marijuana among
The change in intensity of serious library booking is obyoung people in the United States to the breakdown of
served with acute sartrian nausea by the seniors (and other
- traditional family bonds, Chopra also saw m arijuana use as
veterans) at the college. Yet , they cherish those golden mem
a reaction by young people against what they see as a "sick
ones of nights when the mood struck and you would trot
society," Chopra said it was specifically a reaction agaiast the off to the library and experience the unequalled nostalgic
traditional American values of the work ethic and moderation joy of not only fin ding a space in the Brewster Room, but
also of putting your feet up on the vacant chair next to you !
in sensual gratification. He said that what often results.
"Unrealistic attitude toward¦ the present without regard to the But such days are long gone, a. study-mania has reached
future." - -' ' . _ _ ..
crisis proportions, and you find yourself sheepishly descending into the Pit. (It has been reported that more and m ore
He stated that the use of pot may indicate a yearning
seniors are complaining of neck strain. The syndrom e has
on the part of young people for. more genuine human emo'
been term ed the "spring-necked ceramic football player"
tions. "These healthy human objectives. * are often lost
malaise, as a new novelty corporation thinks painted miniasight of when a man turns to drugs. There may be tempture reincarnations of the stricken Pit residents would sell
orary relief, but the malady continues to exist". Feeling that
well in the Varsity Shop at Jordan Marsh.)
there is a 20th century tendency to look for magic formuThe stacks, however, seem to be a happy retreat for
las, rather than pursuing goals through the "intellectual, spithose who cannot bear to publicly hom estead in either the
ritual, and physical capabilities of man," he suggested that
cubes or other such visible study areas. The psychology of
"man needs to open his senses to extern al stimuli, rather
reserving your turf here is less intimidating, and the old fear
than leaning on drugs."
of flashers seemed to have been superceded by the musical
Finally, Chopra recommended that both users of
chair experience.
marijuana and non-users as well, should examine their
Thus, I commend the board of trustees, etc., who
values, and attempt to "love each other and look ar each
deemed it desirable to increase the credit hours to 120.
other objectivel y,"while dealing with the marijuana
issue outside the realm of "penal law and emotional hysteria.
Certainly those psychology experimenters who diligently
" studied the effects of crowding on rats were full of "balderdash" (excuse me, Mr. Bird, but I just loved that multinatibnalism). The 120 credit hour system , which now applies
to all four classes, allows that necessary non-verbal interstudent communication to blossom , especially when you
find your window seat taken by an accounting student asleep
upon his calculator ... (By the way, who owns Texas Instruments?).
Well, the hippies of the late '60's made their point I
guess. Yes, we are all b eginning to realize that our m ost
Deininger explained that through this method, "STU-A
stable relationships (at least those which determ ine our
would regulate organiz ations but wou Id not control the
"home base" at Miller Library), are those inseparable ties
purse-strings. If the organization is able to m ake a profit, then
witli our books. For truly, you must admit, man cannot
there is no reason why the administratior couldn 't have a share of live by microfilm alone ...
those profits, with a ceiling imposed by STU-A."
Some students questioned whether profit would include
the quality of the newspaper. A student asked Deininger if
(photo by J ohn Devine)
WMHB was willing to relinquish its present non-profit status and continued on page 3

THE ALL-CAMP US MUD DLE
- —Heidi Neumann

Much to the dismay of some people but not to the
surprise of many, Tuesday night's AU-Campus Meeting failed
to attract even a quarter of the number of students necessary
for a quorum. Thus, die responsibility of deciding the ECHO
salary issue has been returned to the STU-A Executive Committee.
After a call to order by Chairman Ed Smith, the official meeting was adjourned due to the absence of a quorum.
However, for the 82 students who did attend the meeting,
there followed an hour of informative discussion and sometimes heated debate.
First to be Riven the floor was Sam Cremin , Editor
of the ECHO. The ECHO was requesting that salaries be
reinstated for its business.manager, layout staff , and advertising staff in additon to their already paid typists and proofreaders. In his opening statement, Cremin asked the student
population to question what they th ought a school newspaper should be.
"If you wan t a good paper, we need salaries,"stated
Cremin. He claimed that while many other student organizations answer to their own desired, the ECHO, along With
WMHB and STU-A, provides a service to the Colby community as a whole.
The floor was then opened to the audience. One stu<
dent asked if STU-A could come up with guidelines as to
what student jobs should be paid. In his opinion , this stu- ,
dent said that any position th at did not receive any redeeming
educational value should be salaried.
.
Someone asked Cremin, who remained at the front podium , that if STU-A and WMHB were also service oriented organ
izations, shouldn 't they also receive salaries. Crem in replied
th at the people who run the radio shows have tangible incentives. "Some of the E CHO staff does not have such tangible
incentives. The line that I draw between WMHB and the
ECHO is a line of performance and motivation."
Andy Deininger, manager of WMHB , said that, "if the
students arc to get consistency and quality, not only should
meni al workers b e p ai d, but so shoul d the managerial staff
in order td provide the in centive for quality." Deininger maintained that the ECHO has fluctuated in quality according to the
m otivation of the editors. He suggested that the editorial
staff be paid on "an incentive pay scale."
-

'
. QUOR UM ?
j S THIS a m

STU-A decides instead. See late results on page 3

EDITO RIA L
For those of you who are interested, and it is obvious
that m any are not, there was.an all-campus m eeting held in
the chapel on Tuesday night. The major issue to be resolved
was the moral question of paying salaries for workers of unrewarding tasks in student organizations, specifically the
ECHO. Four hundred people were needed for a quorum in.
order to settle the issue ;-that is to say only 25% of the student "body . Unfortunately, the issue could not be resolved ;
r
the meeting fell a few short of a quorum.
Granted there were som e people on campus th at had
tests yesterday . granted there were good m ovies playing at
the th eatre; granted study ing comes first and forem ost for
many students, and an hour and a half at an all^campus meeting to resolve a maior campus issue would be a waste of
valuable time; granted it was a good night for partying; resolved : Colby is an uninvolved community.
If only 5% of the student body;85 students, feel that
they can allot en ought time to attend an all-campus meeting,
then a re-examination of student values and the college system is needed;1 Perhaps a system of 105 credit hours would
allow students enough time to becom e involved. This; however, is not the crux of the issue. What I do feel is the crucial
point is that the Colby community is unconcerned with the
major issues directly affecting the community.-"
It should he emphasized that "com munity" is an en- compassing word . Not only was thete a meager representation of the stiident body, but there were absolutely no faculty or members of the administration present. A school that
boasts of a 15 to 1 student/faculty ratio generates a.h image; :
of unity between the faculty and students. There is a void
in the college community that should be filled by the faculty. The involvement of the faculty should extend beyond
the classroom. Was there no one faculty member who cared
whether or not the ECHO remained in existence? Was it
too much of an effort to express an opinion? There was not
ONE letter written to the ECHO , addressing the problem of
the paper folding and the issue of its survival. This is an outstanding fact considering that it concerns a student organ ization that affects students, faculty, administrators , alumni,
and parents.
There is definitely a problem within our "community".
Does anyone have the time, energy, or pride to address it?
- John Devine

Letters
WM HB: DEAF?
Dear Editor:
Did you know that WMHB plans to'change its antenna
direction? They (the management) are going to lower the
blank spot of their signal. You may ask, so what? Colby's
Campus will be effectivel y cut out of the station 's broadcast
area. The management justifies this action b y citing student
apathy as a primary factor. Kissing ass on the F.C.C. seems ,
to be another. The station 's licence reads "The licence shall;"
during the term of this licence, render such broadcasting
services as will serve public interest , convenience , or necessity
to the full extent of the previleges herein conferred...";Andy
Deininger deems this action necessary to attain/maintain trood
standing with Washington. But are we now in bad standing •
with Uncle Sam? Does the F.C.C. know what a WMHB is
except something sitting in their file cabinets? Pace it people,
ours is a tiny cstablishment .unworthyof F.C.C, scrutiny ,
unless it gets way out of line.
Mr. Deininger doesn't seem to have much regard for
the Colby listening nu.dience (compare the ,emphasis of this,
year 's programming to last year's). Now, I gucsjs, we've, gotten
a worse' rating with Mr. D. Unlesswelive downtown, WMHB ,
will be inaudible or at best , of a much lower fidelity. .W hat
kin d of horseshit is this? We're pay ing all the station 's expenses and being eliminated from its service area, I can't agree
with this, can you?
. , _ . . „ .., ' ,
Andrew Deininger is the station manager and can be '
reached at Ext. 554. Make some noise.
-. '[
Thank you ,, , , - , , •
Henry Sigouuiey, V , ,
P.S, Tell us it ain 't so, Uncle Arfdy, please tell u sit ain 't so

Try to recall your college visits. Did the tour guide make
you feel uneasy or was the guide congenial and friendly? .
How were your views of that college altered by the guide?
I am sure that you will agree that a good tour and a good guide
Dear Editor :
left you with a favorable im pression of the college.
The Peoples Bicentennial Commission urgently needs
If you're; interested in guiding on a volunteer basis,
your help in putting some good, old-fashioned Revolution
please stop by the Admissions Office at your earliest convience
into this year's,Fourth, of July;!V
Thank you.
i- As you know, we are now in the midst of the nation's
Curtis A. Sears. Bicentennial year — the 200th anniversary of the launching
Asst.
to^the Dean of Admissionof!pur first American Revolution.
';• With just 100 days remaining until July 4, it's time we
, .\ ..
looked ahead to what will, undoubtedly be the most dramatic Dear Students,
,m embers of the ECHO
Our
decision
to
pay
certain
and anticipated day of the decade. What kind of day will it
staff was based upon considerations of principle and precebe? A natiohaUorgy of fireworks, p lastic liberty bells, and
red, white and blue ice cream? Or a .commemoration of the dent. The major question tackled was which positions hold
Revolutionary principles that founded this nation, and a call their own rewards and which positions have no "inherent
authority" to use the words of the motion. Although the
for a revitalization of those ideals once again .in America?
staff
members to be reimbursed are listed specifically,
The "official" Big Business-White House buy-centennial
Typists — $2.25/hour
orgy is well underway. We at the Peoples Bicentennial ComProofreaders - $1.90/hour
mission are dedicated to raising an alternative voice to the
Photbtechmician — $10.00/issue
commercial hoopla this year. The voice of political and ecoLayout Staff .— $15.00/issue (does not include editor)
nomic democracy. The voice of social justice, human equaliCirculation
Staff — $5.00/issue
ty and peace.
On Ju ly4, we intend to m ake sure that that voice is . the motion is designed to apply in general pnnciple to all .
heard across the nation. Organizing has already begun for a organizations.
It has obviously been a difficult and lengthy decision
massive Independence Day rally to be held at the nation 's
but
we
feel that the compromise answers the major demands
Capitol in Washington, D.C. Our projections indicate that
of the ECHO as well as maintains the spirit of student organimore than 100,000 Americans will come together on the
zations at Colby College.
Fourth as we rededicate ourselves to the Spirit of '76, and
¦
Sincerely, ;. " •;Sepledge our own lives, fortunes and sacred honors to the
Executive Board of Stu-A
cond American Revolution — bringing democracy to the
*«=S«=><»-«»C«»<_<=»=*_*S«_*=«><_«>^^
American economy.
colleges
We believe that students at your campusand
Roberts Union
j
\ I_ ^*.1 j>"\,!L
across the country have a special interest at stake on the
Colby
College
j
II
f 6_fc
Fourth. The current national economic crisis affects stu' ¦ Waterville , Maine 04901 j
¦
^ldents as surely as working Americans. Tuition increases, cutTelephone 873-1131
| ShJbIH
backs in services and programs, and the tight job m arket all
_-M-_HH
extension 240
^_
8
add up to a dismal economic future for today 's college generation. So dismal, in fact 1 that the Chase Manhattan Bank
Sam Cremin x505 , |,
Ji Editor-in-Chief
estimates that fully 17% of today's students will be permanently unemp loyed within ten years.
For these reasons, we are asking you and hundreds of
John Devine x510
V Associate Editors
oth er college editors to help us in informing millions of stuJpcelyn
Bartkevicius
V
dents of our plans for July 4. Having spoken on dozens of
cam puses this year, 1. know,as you do, that today's student
0 News Editor............
Mitch Brown x559
population is apathetic as hell. But with your help, together
we can make the Fourth the day of this year that students
J erry Boyle x552
will be willing to get off their ass and stan d up and be counted 8 Features Editor
I am enclosing an initial press release outlining our
Sports Editor.......... ..
Jeff Wuorio ext. 515
plans and committed speakers for the Fourth, as well as
|
several stickers and posters for ypuif o%n uset I am also attaching an ad slick that can be used hi. your paper as publit Photo Editors....
Carol Hurteg 465-725^
Peter Secor ext. 551
{ '
city before the summer break begins. I hope you will
J
*
y
consider donating space for this ad.
v
Finally, if you have aay further questions or would
;.M™% Bothfeld
j ! Layout Editor........
like to conduct a, telephone interview, you can reach this office through our Toll Free telephone number (800)-424-113O
Walh/ Gorman x544
\, Advertising
I would be more than happy to discuss! pur plans at length
Scott Belager 3-5413
j:
with you or a reporter ;from your staff, ;
Here's to a Revolutionary -: and not ap lastic - Fourth
Ken Johnson x409
Business Manager...,
V .'!;, , '
V , . :V
of July !
^
V :
Jfl the Spirit of '76 4 tedl Howard
Bob M cCaughy '
\\ Circulation.............
,
Editor, Common Sense
P.B.C.
Co-Director,
¦
J|
All opinions in this newspaper not otto
'V . ' ¦¦< „ ' - \ . , f.
, identified are those of the Colby ECtfO. J.,' ,' ,' -,' ¦
\\
¦
'
¦
Dear Editor:
''- ..?_if
i> ' , exT
he
Adifh
issions
Offfce is invest.gatirf#r_hc possibilities \> Founded in 1877, the ECHO is published weekly,
£
jieriocii'
by
, 'the
X 'cept during vacations and examination
of establishing a volunteer guide system. Hopefull y, the
is tudenU ' of CbiiJ y College land is printed by J ournal
System would be workiblejby r^ext fall. ,, ;,
of
one
\Pub lications,Belfast,Maine, ,
£' Guidihg prospect.^ j fj plicantsrepresents
the
rhore essential, parts of the Admissions process on all college
Maj ne.c ', \.
\Entered as second class mat} at Waterville,
¦ .
tarn puses. It is'during the!tour that prospective applicants
.'
1 Postmaster, send form $579 to • ••
are in contact with.a "real" Colby student, and many people
(! Colby ECHO , Colby College, Waterville, Maine 04901
decide to appl y or not to apply because of their tour. First
impressions , whether positive or ncgative .are lasting ones.

FROM THE PBC
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continued from page 1

DECISION
REACHED

solicit ads. "This may happen soon anyway due to current pro
posed FCC legislation," replied Deininger.
Steve Mixter: entered the discussion with a strong
-by The ECHO staff
statement. "I question whether we have to have a student
newspaper. There are enough people at Colby to run these
Last night, in a closed meeting
organizations if they want tp. What:we have here, first and
of
the
Stu-A
Executive
Committee, the problem of
foremost, is a college. Tf a newspaper goes out of business,
ECHO
salaries
the board for several
that
has
plagued
it's too bloody bad!" .
weeks
was
finall
y
resolved.
The
issue boiled down
Students countered Mixter's remark by stating their
to the formidable task of appeasing both the stuthoughts on the necessity of the ECHO. "The service that
dent bod y and the staff of the ECHO. It was hoped
the ECH O performs is vital," said one student while another
that
the campus could ease this burden b y reaching
added, "Students want and need a paper."
a
conclusion
at the all campus meeting. Unfortunate
'Then why didn't we get a quorum here tonight?"
ly
a
quorum
was too much to hope for and after
someone smugly inquired.
listening to ah informal discussion of the issue, the
Spencer Aitel stated that there are many people at Colby
Executive Committee was force d to reach a deciwno would run the paper without salaries. "If the ECHO
sion
on their own.
closes shop now, there will be a new staff to take its place
After debating the issue extensively Stu—A
within a month."
decided
that salaries should be paid for "positions
Ex-editor of the ECHO, Brett Thacher, retorted that,
with no inherent authority". Hence, although the
"I don't think those people exist. Where are they? Are they
layout staff will get $15.00/issue the Layout Editor
hiding in the woodwork? Who.would train the new staff?"
will receive no compensation. The one major posReferring to Mixter's earlier comment, Thacher added, "What
ition
that the E CHO hoped for a salary and received
the hell is a college?"
none
is Business Manager. The ECHO is willing to
Cremin asked Aitel how he could justify not giving the
accept this decision.
ECHO salaries when he gives away concert tickets to those who
Ken Johnson, our Business Manager, has
helped out in Social Life events. Another student added to this,
agreed
to stay on. The Editors of theECHO are
"Why were there three rows of Coffeehouse workers who got i
grateful
for his aid. For us-to try to fill his posiin free at the 'Madhouse' performance?" Aitel replied that the
tion
at
this
point in the semester would be an imposs"Madhouse Company" was not under his jurisdiction.
ible
feat/
Unfortunately,
b efore the beginning of the
Steve Mixter then brought up the problem in running
year Ken had been promised $450.00 by last year's
the paper. "We have here a management problem.. The
Editor, Bill tuttle, to be Business Manager for the
question is, is it necessary to solve this management problem
1975-76 fiscal year. He agreed to do so and relinby paying these bloody people?"
quished
other campus employment. After the
A student countered, "Show me a successful, quality
dropping
of his salary at the semester break Ken
paper that can be ran without salaries." Another student
cemtinued
working even th ough one of his original
added that "As one of those 'bloody people', I cannot see the
m
otivations
for taking the position was financial com
solution solved merely through better organization. Good manpensation. Ken was the victim of unforseeable
agement on top of five courses seems almost impossible!"
circumstances. The Editors of the ECHO can only
Bob Anderson concluded that, "We have a newspaper for
express thier thanks to Ken for his contribution to
the remainder of the semester." Ho wever, he agreed with a s
ithe paper and the Colby community."
student's su ggestion that a summer study be undertaken
Likewise, the members of the Student Aswhich would determine how many people read the ECHO
sociation
should be lauded for their efforts. The
and how many people feel that the ECHO is necessary.
decision reached was extremel y fair and well-founded
Sam Cremin then questioned the right of STU-A to hire
a sectetary. Ed Smith replied that the clerical assistant was a posi They were forced into the position of haying to
tion that required menial-work, similar to the ECHO typists who settle a very touchy matter which indirectl y affected
every stu dent organization .at Cplby. By equall y
are (indisputably paid ior their work.
weighing
all arguments they successfull y remedied
At this point, Smith closed discussion on the-issue. The
a erucial problem, The Editors of the ECHO would
like to thank the Student Association for their
decision concerning the ECHO request for salaries will be
com mendab le efforts.
reached by the Executive Committee in a Closed session on.
Wednesday night.
The other item on the agenda concerned'the STU-A
consideration of a budget increase which could result in an
increase in the General Fee. Every year, a student will pay
$190 as the General Fee of which $50 is allotted to the Student Activites Fund. Smith estimated that the resulting
increase in the General Fee would be, at the m aximum, $10,
giving STU-A an additional $16,000 next vear to meet inflationary expenses. He requested student feedback on the proposed, increase.
Steve Mixter rejected the idea of the increase on the
grounds that, "The Student Association cannot add insult
to injury b y raising the General Fee concurrent with the increase in tuition and board next year. STU-A has never been
on any sort of a three year plan like the College uses. The . .
last increase in the ST U-A budget was two years ago and if
anything, we should at least follow the College's restriction
to a three year plan.. Finally, the number of student participation has radicall y dropped in the four y ears th at I have
been here and this has m ore than offset the inflationary costs of
student organizations."
Bob Anderson inquired as to whether or not the percent .
of the General Fee allocated to STU-A could be increased rather than the General Fee itself. Howie Tuttman added ,
"I would hate to see STU-A turn around and use the increase ,:
, , ) • ,,
to pay salaried ,staff. " Vl
,.,, .,,
It was recommended that STU-A come up with more con
crete and sub stantial reasons for the budget increase, Bob , '
Anderson said th at he didn't think th at $10 more charged per V
student organizations in terms of an additional $16,000.
This concluded the discussion at the ' All- Campus gathering ; After the meeting, Chairm an Ed Smith commented
on the discussion. "1 wish that we had a quorum to solve , ,' }
the issue once and for. all. ( .Howey.ej, the remarks at the meeting
were sound and did influence my thinking towards
' ¦ ¦ <the
¦ >- sit-<
.'•
uation." '
When asked to explain the poor attendance at the
meeting, Smith replied; "My opinion is that the students just
aren't interested. They 'd like to ' see the p roblem
¦ solved by
• v. -. • ,
somebody else."

F UNDS
—Heidi Neumann
With funds rapidly dwindling, Stu-A paid close attention to its remaining expenditures at the meeting on Monday
night. Treasurer John Hickok issued a financial report which
indicated the present balance to the General Fund to be $950.
He added, however, that the PhotoStore will be returning
its loan of $1500, bringing the new balance to a total of
$2450. In September, the General Fund totaled about $82,000
There were two requests for Stu-A funding at the meetingl Jon Smith, President of the Outing Club, announced
that the Club was intending to sponsor a Spring Carnival
Square Dance. The Outing Club has $45 to pay for a caller
but Smith requested that Stu-A allocate an additional $115
for the music of the Northern Valley Boys.
Spencer Aitel suggested that the Outing Club seek
funding through either Social Life or the Coffeehouse rather
than tap the General Fund. Ed Smith added that if th ose
sources fail, funds may be obtained from the Treasurer's
Discretionary Fund. In any event, Stu-A guaranteed that the
money would somehow be provided.
The second budget request was presented by Tom Silverman who was working on hiring a band for a Spring Carnival dance. $100 for expenses was added to Silverman's
initial request of $1200 for a ten-piece band from New York .
There followed discussion as to whether Stur A could
cover such a large allocation so late in the school year. Close
consideration was paid to anticiapted future expenditures.
The Committee concluded that the request for $1300 was
too extravagant but th at the General Fund could support a
dance costing under $50Q. . . . - , .
Spencer Aitel pointed out that in order to keep close
rein on unallocated money, all approved expenditures should
be set aside in Stu-A's reserve account. "Since we are nearing
a zero balance," stated Aitel, "we have to plan accurately for
the end of the year."
Of the approximate $2500 left in the General Fund,
about $1950 has been committed but not yet spent. This
includes $150 for the Stu-A clerical assistant , $1000 for the
Student Handbook ! and ah estimated $800 in executive
operating expenses through September.
This leaves about $500 left as uncommitted money in
the General Fund. However, added to this figure can be $200
remaining in the Treasurer 's Discretionary Fund.
Chuck Clark -emphasized that the budget situation
need not look so bleak. He said that Stu-A should cour.
on unspent m oney being returned to the General Fund by
various student organizations. Clark contended that, "the
ECHO has ab out $6400 left in its account. From them alone,
we can anticipate almost $4000 being returned at the end of
the year,"
Most of the Committee members argued that it was
unwise to count on allocated money to t
General Fund by various groups by the end of the year.
Spencer Aitel added that all organizations should be contacted on how much money they antici pate to have left
over. Last year, there was a surplus in the General Fund
am ounting to over $2000.
The next Stu-A meeting will be held in Champlin lounge
on Monday night at 8:30 p.m. Anyone may attend.

WA NTED PHOTOGRAPHY
Done by college students and staff for possible inclu- si'on in a journal of photographs to be published this
spring. The booklet is intended to be representative
of the type of work done by individuals this year (75-76)
at Colby.
The deadline for submission is April 15. Please n ote
that we will accept work beyond this date while We are
still in the process of layout, but for fullest consideration
of work (uninfringed upon by time, space, and monetary considerations) please try to get work to us by/April 15. Please
direct work to any of the following persons;
Bill Fisher
¦ 6 Coburn ¦ ¦
- • ¦ x '52_ '

' • ¦•

•

Carl Nelson
221 Dana
x45 7
Pat Trunzo '
307 Taylor "
x312
., Dup to financial considerations we are limited to
black and white photos onl y.
Questions. Please contact P. Trunzo above.

COLBY DANCERS
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CONCERT
—Jocelyn Bartk evicius

SCHLEIG ER

On Saturday, April 17, and Sunday the 18th, Colb y 's
first dance troupe will present their premiere concert. With
' a cast of thirty, this performance will be the largest in years.
The dances presented will be:
Elan Vitale, choreographed b y Tina Mitchell
B.Y.O.B ., by Mindy Silverstein,
You Know When You Get There and
Frozen Smo ke, both by Susan Rohm;
Easy Energy, b y Mary Basler ; and
Icarus, b y Jenny Barber As an added attraction , Jan Schleiger, formerly of the
University of Massachusetts Dance Company, will make a
guest appearance .
The Dance Club always has been Stu-A funded , but
this year for the first time, it received a grant from the Arts,
and Humanities Council of Maine. This was then matched by
the college.
Later in the Spring, the troupe of eight Colby dancers
will perform at area high schools. This tour will culminate
after exams in an extensive two weeks of lectu re-demonstrations and performances in Hancock and Washington counties.

APRIL 17 & 18
WADSW ORTH GYMNASIUM , COLBY COLLEGE
SATURD AY 8 P.M.
SUNDAY 4 P.M.
GENERAL ADMISSION $2.00
STUDENTS WITH ID $1.00
CHILDRE N $.50
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this composition , like the Bucci, failed to reach many
listeners, myself included.
The concert ended with a p iece for strings , p iano, and
woodwind quintet by Donald Stratton entitled The Sea sons *
Fl ",
Judging from the two m ovements "Winter " and "Black y
tempo
we are to assume he means the seasons of Maine.. The
—Heather Finney
marking s are ev ocative of each se as on, being Largo and
Ag itato fur ioso blod dy b ite-o , respectively. In order to
Last Thu rsday night the Colby College Trio and the
enjoy Stratton 's "Black Fly " movement, the musicians
Downcast Chamber Players gave a concert of New Music b y
finally laid aside their s eri ous bearing whi ch had been held
Maine Composers. This was the same concert these ensembles
all evening. This consis t s of a t one r ow t o b e p layed at any
w ill perform in Washington , D.C. on April 19, as par t of a
t ime t he p erm ormer desires , punctuated with increasing frequ ency
(what else?) Bicentennial Celebration.
by well-aimed slaps at imaginary black flies. This created a
The twentieth century music ranged from an experiment wonderful effect: to see these proficient musicians stop mid-note
in sound , Quintet f o r Woodioinds and Electronic Tape by
and lan d a resounding slap on an arm or leg (not necessarily
Thomas Bucci, to John Atkin 's Sonata f o r Oboe and
theirs ) was no t onl y surprising, but extremely ludicrous.
Piano , a revival of the early twentieth century technique using Eventually t he slaps t urned int o the perfor mers ' app lauding,
tradi t ional materials in a "new" manner. Besides this
"looking expectantly at the audience," as dire cted b y Stratton.
ou t-of-date techni que , the w e akes t quali ty poin t of t he
The audie nce caug ht on quickly.
Sonata itself is that desp ite its some t imes beaut iful melodies ,
The concer t gave a general impression of the composing
it develops very little and leads to no true goals.
t alents of Maine , and alt hough t he p ieces do no t exac t ly
The Quintet, on the other hand , lacks not onl y a
represent the most recent trends in contemporary music, t hey
sense of purpose but melodies. By contemporary standards
are , for the most part, interesting and enjoyable. It is our
this is music. However, if its purpose is t o reach the lis t ener , to
hope t hat t he Colby College Trio and Downc as t Chamber
express som e t hing t o him , t hen it cer t ainly misse d the
Players will meet with equ al success in Washington next week.
boat. Yet, t he aud ien ce's reac t ion t o this piece was mos t
enjoyable, ranging from serious listening to smothered
¦JUT IIIi 111II MlMHWmi li
mM
li I
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chuckles to uncon t rollable laughter at places. Even the
instrumentalists had trouble maintaining their professional
bearing and poise,
A Trio for Violin , Cello , and Piano by Norman
Cazden (Opus 97) followed this p iece , and Colb y College Trio
lmAmm ^
enthusiasts were all pleased with this second perform ance
I
to
^
A
^
2
SaVEIl
of the Cazden. The Trio had played it earlier this year,
and alt houg h it was well done, this most recent performance
¦¦ '
:
nch
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had a much higher degree of proficiency and polish
$
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BICENTENNI AL
CONCERT

¦Silver J ^tred ZJavemt

Another experimental piece was Gerald LaPierre 's
|
Trio for Flute , Horn , and 'Cello . LaPierrc make s use of
several avant-garde techniques (although none of them extreme! <
ori ginal), such as flu ttcr-tongiiing ih the flu t e , and various bowii g
techni ques in the 'cello , including play ing below'the bridge.
LaPicrre can be commended for his experimental sp irit. H owev
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Evening Dinner Specials

\

Sun - Pepperoni Pizza

$1.75

8

Mon - Pub Burger

$1,25

4 to 8 p.m.

8

Tues - Mon te Cristo Sandwich $1,50

j

Wed - Ham and Cheese Sandwich $1.60

S

T h u r s - Bottomless Salad Bowl $1.50

,
j , ' „;

Fri • Steak Sandwicli

I

j

|

$1.75

/ Sat • Sou p 'n Sandwich Add $.25 to the
price of¦ a VS or whole sandwich ' ' " v '

| , ,

\

!
i

You Know Whose Pub
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All Specials include coffee, tea or a draft beer
for $.05.
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Summer session in
Cbllegetown USA!

KEYS TO KE YES

You can live where history lived. You can have all
-the action you want in young/old Boston-theatres ,
restaurants, museums, music and major league
sports. You will be dose to famous beaches and
historical landmarks of the greater Boston area , now
moreexciting than ever in this Bicentennial Year. You
can learn from a distinguished faculty teaching
graduate and underg raduate' courses in Liberal Arts,
Business. Law Enforcement and Technology. You 'll
enjoy learning how inexpensive the tuition ,food and
board are compared to other universities of equal
caliber. Both day and evening courses are available
for your convenience .
Don 't miss out! Reg istration begins June 7. Classes
begin June 21 . Send tor full details and brochure
with the coupon below.

I Northeastern #«
Univer sity 1®
^
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so mebody 's be-en messing with
the board

y;/

PATRICK MCCARTH Y TO SP EA K
University of Maine Chancellor Patrick E. McCarth y,
former United Nations advisor to Ireland, will be a major
speaker on May 1 at a Bicentennial Convocation at Colb y
College. The three-day event, April 30 - May 2, will be
devoted to the theme of education.
McCarthy, appointed chancellor in .1975, served,as
chief United Matioris advisor to Ireland and as project director for the establishment of a multidisciplihary"U.N. institute from 1964-67.
He joined the Massachusetts Board of Higher Educa-

7'

//

tion in 1967 and held the posts of deputy chancellor, acting
chancellor, director of administration , and chancellor.
The Rumford native earned a master's degree in city
and regional planning from Harvard in 1960, following undergraduate stud y at Dartmouth , the University of Maine,
and B oston University. He is the author of several publications, including "Higher Education: Expansion Without
Growth ," and "The Role of the Coordinating Board in High
er Education."
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Keep p a c e . . . keep learning
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Tel. (617) 437-2400

the beverage
w arehouse

,
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Burger King Road

R

X

Canada Dry Ginger Ale

S
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t)rangc Spot * Club Soda
2/$.75 $4.45/ ca_ c

8
tt

Cott Tonic Water
Qfc. ?75 :

A
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64oz. Pepsi $.73

jj

'" Jj .' -

fiecr Wine Soda

9

ft ,

. Chips and Cheese

X

8
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LACROSSE
BA TTER S
BATES

TR ACK FA LLS
TO UMO
—Sieve Church
Last Saturday, the track team headed nocth to Ororip
for a confrontation with the Black Bears. The weather
conditions were not the best as gusts of wind, at tim es vicious,
made life hard for the runners. However, the weather did
not detract from the quality of the competition; the Mules put
up a stiff fight , but lost to a superior Maine squad , 101-53.
Spring Captain and Winter M.V.P. Rob Richardson set an
exam ple for the young squad with an afternoon of outstanding efforts. Richardson won the 100 and 220 with a wind
aided 10.2 and 22.3 , respectively. He anchored the 440 relay
which defeated the Maine team which was disqualified when
they were unable to complete a pass of the bato n. Other
members of the relay were Terry O'Brien , Russ Lodi, and
Mike Thomas. Richardson , also, placed second in the triple
jump to cap a very productive afternoon. He proved, on«e
again, that he is the key to the Mule squad with his diverse
talents.
Other Mule team members turned in good performances;
most notably Dave Chnstop he , En Groothoff , Rick Healey,
and Ron Paret . Christophe condu cted a clinic in the 440 intermediate hurdles for the first half of the race. Though he had
problems with some uncooperative hurdles after that , he won
going away in 58.6 seconds, with a margin of close to 30
yards. Groothoff , who was running into the teeth of the
Maine strength as well as the wind , placed third in both the
mile and the 880. His times of 4:32.5 in the mile and 2:05 in
the 88 0 were fairl y good given the condition s. Healey psyched
the weightmen as his body control provided the margin of
victory in the hammer. He threw a good distance of 156*6"
to better the closest man by about 30', and also led the squad
with thirds in both the shot put and the discus. Ron Paret
capture d first in the pole vault with a 13'0" effort and third
in the javelin b ehind a Maine spearman 's winning throw of
over 190'.
• .•i
Though the p reviousl y mentioned performers were the
heart of th e team, other trackmen contribute d points to the
squad's overal l total score. Dave Christie lost first in the high
jump on m isses dispitc -his matching win .n ing ,heigh .t;of 6'2
and U". Pau l Kazilionis captured th iyd ,in that event. Lpdi ; ,
leaped to a second place in the long jump with a jump of . .
20'3 and W. Sand y VVelte and Steve Church took second
and third , respectivel y, in the h igh . hurdle s,.- .pong Giron,,- ,.
called upo n to lead the 440 squ ad due to injuries.to Bill , ;•>
Getchell and John Longley, was able to obtain.a third place;
while putting some,,pressiue.,.on the f jrqnt-runriing Maine. ,
qiiarter-milers. Dave Pcckh am , "Babe " Ru th' , ana* MikY '."
Thomas also got third s fp r th tcanj^ *y \i .. \. „ \';
^
the meet against Maine^af 'Oroh'b opened the spring-;[
season for the Mules. The score, 101-53, reflected the su- %
periority of the Maine squ ad as well as the inexperience oPf
the Colby squad , but also shoued th at the Mules are begin?, '
ning to achieve respectability. A decent level of compcti- &
¦tion p revailed inspite of the weath er and featured some ;>
good individual efforts by both squads. Next Saturday will
be the Mules only home meet of the spring, their'ot-pon- * £
ents being Worcester Poly tech. The funning .eycnts^iyJ, . ,•; '•'
some field events will be held at the Waterville High track
'"
^
with the first events beginning at 2:00 p.m. If you are looli*
ing for something to do , come,watch .some good corrip&tltibn .

—Mark Weatherl y
lAst Saturday, the Colby Lacrosse team journeyed
to Bates College to renew an - old rivalry and came away
slighdy battered but smiling with a 14-7 victory. The contest was never in question as the opening minutes witnessed
a 4 point Colby flurry, showing as potent and unified an
offense as has been seen in the team's five year existence.
The scoring was led by captains Joth Davis and Aubrey Moore who tallied 5 and 3 respectively before
their bodies unwillingly called for reprise. Ron Clement
scored 2 and Dave Cross, Jim Phillips, Wood y Pierce iand
Gary McCarthey each registered single tallies. Dan D riscoll
also played a sound game at defense. At one point, after
Aubrey Moore leaves a beleaguered defender in bis wake.
a particularly elusive dance, Bates paid Moore the great compliment of having his stick checked for a too-deep pocket,
(pho to by Sarah Dickenso n)
"hidden chewing gum or something else to exp lain their
strewn array of fallen bodies. "Fact is, the answer just
ain't they-uh ," one spectator commented.
This Saturday the Mules play their first hom e game of
the season against the Portland Lacrosse Club at 2 p.m. The
team is looking to further solidif y their scoring and defensive
abilities before greeting the bulk of their 12 game season. The
—Steve Culver
public is cordiall y invited - a splendid time is guaranteed
The mudd y field conditions and the free beer for the spec for all spectators.
tutors were the two high points in an otherwise disappointing
match for the Colby Rugby squad as they met the Dover
RHigby Club on Saturday April 10th. The Colby Club went into
the game with high hopes for starting the season off on a positive note but such was not to the case.
The trouble started when the teams arri-ved at the field
below Foss-Woodman a nd discovered that a third of the
play ing area was under water.. . Undaunted , both , squ ads :
took the field , and after Tri-captains Bob Bourne , Ed Underwood and Sam Gowan conferred with Dover's Captain the
Senior Robbie Richardson has been named as the
contest got under way.
recipient
of the Peter Durond Award for excellence in
For the first 20 minutes the game was fairl y even. Colby
indoor
track.
In making the award , coach Paul Dulac
won a majority .of the.scrum-downs and line-quts and had little
also announced the selection of Bill Getch ell and Eri
trouble in moving the ball. Dover, however, silowly beg$n ,to
Groothoff
as co:captains for next year's squad,
assert their , superiority ,and by the end of the first half they
A sprinter and tri ple juniper, Richardson , was characterized
had amassed 24, points p Colby 's rionq, , As the game pro?.
.
a?
by
Dulac as the squad's most outstanding performer .
gressed loud cheers could .be.Ji eard trqm thc^pecfators m ore
Pulac
.aid that "Robbie is a very hard worker who leads
and more players disappeared in the ever-growing mud „
and has been a n inspirator for the team."
by
example
puddle.. These poor .conditions-tended to malec; running
' Getchell, a sprinter , was co-captain thjs year and
difficult and slowed down the pace .of the ganric considerably.
break Colby's indoor mile-relay record;' Groothoff , a
helped
In the second hal f Dover tallied twice; while holding
distance
runner , was praispd'b y Ehilac as 'Another
senior
the Mules scoreless? resulting in a final score of 36-0,¦•; ,,
like' Richardson. Eri is a h'ilrd worker
leader
by
example
Dcspite .the rather lop-sided.figures miuny of the Colby players
and the team, expecting great things from him , looks
<• '
¦
felt thet the score didn 't reflect the Mules tru e efforts. , . .,,
¦
¦
¦
.
•
'
.
.
"•
'.
'
ill
;>
'
•
up to him." ' "' "
Several fine runs were made by Senior Bob Anderson and ,Fresh
man Jerry Tceven and.the scrumalso tamed in a solid
9|e
afc s(c
»|e
performance, 'As thc^garno 'ended thirty, muddy and. tired -. • . •
«# Hc^lcaNale ^^ aleiiealeaie_|e »|c a|e9|e 9|c»|< 4«»|edfr:
¦
.; 4
players trotted off the ficl'd while' the 'B' tearras, prepared- to
* .square off. Colby washopingvthat the B ganie wotild give
•X*
• &
them an opportunity to regain some of their lost pride, How- *
SOMETHING'S ALWAYS , .. . ^Mfc- >• « v t
ever the MuIeS were once again thwarted as Dover 's superiority «#.',. , , ,. -. ., r.' '.> ! ( > . . . • '. . • •( > '" ¦! »¦
rs____rcr___
__j
prevailed. - Despite graduall y, worsening field conditions, the
Colby players pressed relentlessly but-again failed to score;
DOWN AT DUNKIN'S
WtmW
*
*
howcv6r th<jy did hold the Dover squad to only 12 points
¦¦
•
thus doing better defensively th an the 'A' team.
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TE NNI Si ->DR
OPS TWO ,
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TAKES ONE
?

sA -^ i . . \~-Bruce Thomsen
The ColfSy terfids;-teamwhich started the season with
high hopes ran into'some stiff competition in their first two
outings. On Thursday the .Mule£.pi.ay ed a strong Tufts
squad and lost £6; Although the depth of the opposition
was impressive, after having/lost'5-4 to the Jumbos in each
of the past two seasons, the 9-0 score came quite unexpectedly.
Tufts has improved steadily and has benefited from four previous
m atches and the balmy Boston weather. Essentially, the Mules
were outclassed in a rather dismal performance.
Friday, Colby squared off with perennial power M.I.T.
and suffered their second consecu tive loss 8-1. The match
with the Engineers was much closer and the quality of the tennis
was noticeably better. At first singles Bruce Thomson defeated
Peter Moss 6-1,' 7-5 by playing a solid match featuring good
scrambling and agile net play. The second singles match
was a heart breaker for the Mules as Dave Kayatta dropped
a tight match to a tough opponent, Neal Rockowitz. Scott
McDermott at third singles was defeated handily, but Mark
Thomas put up a good struggle in the fourth spot. Thomas
forced the first set to the final point of the sudden death
tie breaker befo re bowing; he dropped the second set 7-5.
John Einsiedler had the closest match of the day as
he and his opponent battled through three long sets. Slider
was unable to hold a 5-4 lead in the final set, however,
and was beaten 7-5. Bill Britton lost his match 7-6,7-5.

Afterlsandwichedvictories over Clark and UMPG
and a doubleheadet loss to Trinity, the varsity baseball team's recprd stood at 2—2. V
In the first inning of the season opener Clark
starting pitcher Paul Masakowski triggered a five run
Colby outburst. His five walks and a hit b atsman
were the highlights of the inning where Colby's only
hit was a leadoff single by Doug Lew ing.
Throughout the game the Mules scored in every
conceivable way. Clark's four errors, three passed
balls, eleven walks, and a wild pitch coupled with
Colby's ten stolen bases and ten hits led to an eventual 12-2 win. Bain Pollard and Paul Spillane had
each year in the Tuckerman B owl. During a winter of heavy
two hits apiece and Jim Hayes walked four time to
snow and high winds maximum snow depth has b een known to
add to Colby' romp.
reach 100 feet.
Rich Oparowski started and went all the way
Towards the end of March, when the Forest Service
for the Mules. He didn't allow a hit until the fifth ;
deems that the bowl and surrounding area are safe
and gave up seven in all.
skiing is permitted. .From that time on, often to July, there
Saturday, ho wever the story was different. In the
is enough snow to lure many downhill fanatics from as far r
first game of the doubleheader against Trinity the Mules
away as Ottawa, Toronto, Pittsburg and Washington , D.C.
were shutout and held to four hits. Colby had chances
One needs to be a fanatic, at least in a small sense. TJ
to score but could not capatili zeV Phil McCarthy
There are ho lifts. The area is not a "resort'' by definition.
struck out with two on and two out in the fourth. :
The Forest Service and Appalachian Mountain Club mainIn the next inning, with one'out and Greg Billington
tain care-takers and personnel at the area, but these people
an first , Webber hit a soft liner which the Trinity first
The Mules' third match yesterday brought their
are there mainly for giving information to the curious, facilt baseman barely sn aredf He turned it into a double
first victory of the season by beating Babson 5—4. With
itating rescues if necessary, and patrolling the area in order
play.
a home court advantage and cheering capacity crowd
to enforce a growing list of regulations. Major tasks include
Babson pulled ahead to a 4—2 lead after the singles. (Bruce
Colby starter Reid Cassidy waslifted in favor
controlling over-night cam ping and collecting the refuse that
Thomson
at N. 1 winning 7-6,6-3; John Einsiedler at
of Bob Keefe when Trinity scored three runs, two of
inconsiderate slobs bring with them and decide not to bring
winning 6-4. 6-4,
No.
4
also
Chris
back. Since there are no services to speak of, each' skier must which were unearned, scoring on shortstop
This m eant the Mules had to win all three doubles
Webber's two base throwing error. Keefe was sharp
supply their own needs and transportation.
matches, doubles being one of the weaker points of the
but gave up two runs in his relief stint,. With two out
Needs vary. If one goes for the day, an extra sweater
Lewing's
team.
At number one doubles Thomson and McDermott
over
triple
by
a
followed
and lunch are often all that is required (along with, of course, in the fifth a blobp single
used
the
flim-flam system and sun lob to produce a 6—3 ,
When
Trinity
scored
on
skiis, boots and poles). For an overnight, (the AMC maintains head in right led to one run.
6
—2
victory.
In the number two slot the team of Mark
.
a typical 1959 Go-Go Whit e Sox in the sixth the
around 90 shelter spots at the base of the ravine and limited
Thomas (two first names) and Slider, after dropp ing the first
game was out of reach. Glaflin walked, stole second,-went
tent sights) one should be prepared for a typical cam ping
first three games came back to win the next eleven games
to third on Spillane's error , and scored on a sacrifice
experience.
¦ • ' ¦•
and then the match 6-3, 6-2. The number three team of
•
fl y.
.
As the pack becomes heavier, skiers swiftly cut out
lead
early
a
bi
to
failed
get
g
Dave Sanbong and Kurt Olson mixed up their game well,
In game two Colby
extras and luxury items for the climb (this exercise often
not
maintain
and
then
could
have,
lots of speed and acute concentration won their
when
they
could
using
reduces beer-drinkers to wine drinkers and occassional^ to
base.
left
eleven
men
on
Mules
The
match
6-1, 6-4 and clinched the victory for the netmen.
3-1
and
5-4
leads.
teetotalers for the trip). Even with a modest accumulation
in
the
,
snuff
out
a
rally
failed
to
The
strong comeback gives the Mules a big lift as
Martinez
Rene
Colby's
_
of possessions, a typical pack will weigh anywhere from
to
stay
they
prepare
for atough finishing schedule. The Babson
ahead
fifth
when
they
overcame
a
4-3
deficit
and
went
30-55 pounds ; add to this ski equipment , and the load could
could
hav
doubles
victories
were the bast doubles perform ance by
Tied 1-1, Colby scored twice in the second and
easily go over 70 pounds. M ost people say 'that whatever
the squad in several years. The Babson match also marked
had m ore but left the bases loaded when Pollard popped to
they brought was worth the added sweat, but if there is a
the varsity debuts of Dave Sanborn and Kurt Olson as well
back
as
Mike
Wiggin
third.
Trinity
came
hit
a
two
run
homer
next time they might ask themselves if the extra weight was
frustration
as
Mark Thomas' first varsity win. Coach Ken Mukai, who
for
Colby
stage
tie
set
the
3-5
off
Whittier.
The
really worth the bother.
only
two weeks ago becam e a father , expressed the hope
••
•
and a Trinity victory .
Starting from the AMC's Pinkham Notch Camp, the
Mark
Balesano
made
that
, "the new found momentum will carry the team
In the fourth , third baseman
Tuckerman 's Ravine Trail winds around 1800 verticle feet, a
through the rest of the season."
a leaping catch of a line shot off the bat of Chuck Murray
little over two miles, to the AMC shelters and the Forest
and
two
This Tuesday the Mules will take on the UMO
saving
a
double
and
two
out,
with
two
men
on
Service hut. From there one usually drops all but the barest
Black
Bears in what certainly will be an exciting match at the
runs.
essentials, puts on their ski-boots, and climbs to their preat
the
Wales Tennis Courts in the home opener.
ferred part of the ski area. There are several large gullies,
Colby regained the lead in the fifth on an RBI
long Hillman's Highway, the Bowl, and the reknowned
single by Hayes only to have Trinity repossess it in their
'
Headwall. Individuals prefer any given run for personal rea- half of the stanza. With runners at first and third, Colby
Overall the Mules' performance has been acceptable,
sons. Some runs catch the morning sun, some are steeper,
Coach Wally Covell removed Whittier and brought in Rene
but several problems overshadow the limited success of
and ot hers less steep. Each run also gives a different perMartinez. The reliver's fir st pitch was wild and one run
the young season.
spective on the Ravine and surrounding area , (which on a
scored. After two infield outs Dave Thoren singled to give Trinity
The fielding , particularly in the infield, has been erratic.
clear day gives a one hundred mile view). Speaking of
a 5-4 lead.
Mental errors and fielding errors have contributed d irectly to a
steepness; most of the Ravine is extremely steep, and apIn the sixth another defensive gem deprived the
third of the opposition's runs.
pears almost vertical to the viewer. Average grades range
Mules of an excellent scoring chance. Greg B illington
The team has left 36 men on base, 32 excluding the
from 40 degrees on Hillm an's highway to around 65 degrees sent a sinking line drive toward the left field corner.
first Trinity game when only five men reached base.
on the Headwall. This is severe; the steepest runs on any
Trinity's Wiggin, at full speed, dove and catne up with the
Opportunities to score and extend leads have b een wasted.
New England ski area are in the 50 - 55 degree range.
ball taking a triple away from Billington.
Another problem is that of preventing opposing ',
The snow surface , on the whole, is flat, and on an
Pinch hitters McCarthy and Bob Clarke singled with
runners form stealing second base. None have been
ideal day of a not too slushy, corn consistency. On days
one put in the seventh but Bob Southwick flew to center
thrown out in more than a dozen attempts.
when thie temperature stays too low for the snow to corn up, and Paul Spillane had a line drive knocked down by the pitcher
Against weak competition like UMPG and Clark misonly the most skilled skier will be able to ski down, because
and was thrown out easily to end the game.
takes like these can be overlooked somewhat, but these
un-warmed com snow is nothing other than ice.
Martinez, starting Tuesday 's home game against
sam e problems cost the Mules the second game against
So there you are. You have climbed to the shelter
UMPG , struck out fourteen, and Bain Pollard had three hits,
Trinity.
with a heavy pack, and then climbed to the Bowl with your
inclu ding a ho me run , and four RBI's , to lead Colby to a 6-2
It will take a few m ore games to see how serious and
ski boots on, whi ch really isn 't easy hiking. To reach the
' .
victory.
extensive these maladies are. .Things could'corrcct themsun-bathed 65 degree slope, with your skiis on your shoulder,
Pollard hit a two run homer in the third , and had run
selves or Coach Covell may have to pray for rain when Colby
which can only be described as a pain in the ass. Now you
scoring singles in the fifth and cigth.
England powerhouse Maine.
has to play¦ New
¦
¦ ¦
ore up there j fhe world seems to be below you. It is warm
. .
While Pollard was the hitting star , Martinez was
.
•' .
.
v
i
gaiaiiaaDmNUH in^^
and you are wearing only shorts and a t-shirt. For those
the pitching ace.. Throwing i 50 pitches, 95% of which
were fastballs, he struck out at least a batter an inning
who keep returning to Tuckerman 's, this view an d feeling
except during the eighth. He walked only two, which
are worth all of the work involved. And now there is still
V
must be his all-time low.
the ride down. With quick, sharp turns you cruise by hu ge
I
169 Main St
I
UMPG>easdly
allowing onl y seven
He
overpowered
rocks down the slope,; Your run, if it is a good one, will be
,
hits, t wo of which were off neck liigh pitches; and a third •. - ,
cheered by on-lookcrs eating and drinking on the r'ocks be1
MON- SAT
9-12
1
.. > ;
'
a Ray Oy)er< special — a 130 foot blobp single. •.
low. If you fall (barring injury), you will be laughed at as '
UM PG di d score twice, once on a fielder's choice, bu t ,
you tumble to a level surface.
'' The atitt<>SBherc at Tuckerman 's, excepting some of
Mart inez was t ough , In the sixth he got out of a bases ,
loaded, no out situation without yielding a run.
, I Palmer , & B^ns wlQk Sales & Service 1
the more obnoxiou s weekend crowd from the Boston me'
:
s
t
hrowing
spots
sas
Doug
Lewing'
:
Oneof
two
other
bright
tropolitan area, is one of immediate comradeship and re- V
dues R epai red I
out UMPG's Andy Deramo trying to stretch a single into a double, I Table s Re novated
spect. One sees only very good and expert skiers at Tuck*
and a perfect execution of a delayed double by Spillane
evman 's, and there is a feeling that those who are there are
really earning their 'kicks' and en jb vine themselves immensely and Haycswhere Hayes eventually stole home.

, —John Geismar
During the time .of year;when many New England
ski resorts are: shutting down their lifts for the season, th e
gullies, slopes, and bowl of Tuckerm an 's Ravine are still not
ready to be skied.
Tuckerman's Ravine is situated on Mt. Washington .
in New Hampshire. The unusual weather conditions on Mt.
Washington and the adjacent range bring large snowfalls s
each year. A. record snowfall year recorded approximately
5O0 inches of snow. Because Tuckerman's Ravine is located on
the E-SE side of Mt. Washington and is exposed to powerful
prevalent NW winds, an immense amount of snow accumulates
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(ZN) Police in Como, Italy, after secret investigations, have sealed off and uprooted 3000 m arijuana plants
which were being grown , believe it or not, for chicken feed
Sixty-five-year-old Cleste Maspero complained that
police had confiscated all of his chicken feed , saying th at
he had been growing the pot plants for years, and then
threshing them out fpr seeds.
Police say that Maspero apparently had never been
aware that the seeds^were considered desirable by anyone
but the chickens.

(ZNS) The Committee to end pay toilets m Am erica (CEPTIA)—a nationwide organization which has been
successful in outlawing coin-operated stalls in numerous
states—has suffered a stinging setback.
CEPTIA says that pay toilets are degrading to users
and are sexist, because women always have to pay while
men usually get to use free urinals. CEPTIA estimates
that there are currently 50,000 pay toilets in America taking in $30 million (dollars) a year.
The H ouse of Representatives ih Washington has
killed a bill—by a 78 to 34 vote—that would have."Liberated" all the pay toilets in federal buildings.

(ZN) For whatever it 's worth, an Australian researcher has discovered that anim als who hop around —— such as
kangaroos — ->are more efficien t in their use of energy than
animals that run.
Zoologist Terence Dawson of the University of South
Wales says he hooked up a small hopp ing mouse to an oxygen mask. He then placed the critter on a treadmill where,
he says, it hopped along while measurements were taken..
The zoologist compared the amount of oxygen used
and thejiistarice traveled, and found that hopping animals
consume less oxygen th an running anim als-— particularly
at high speeds.
Dawson says this explains why hopp ing animals—
fro m jackrabbits to kangaroos—-often survive in desert
areas where four-legged anim als can 't.
He adds that he also put a mask on a kangaroo and
(ZN )_ .Travis Walton, that woodcu tter in Arizona who.
placed it on a treadmill, but the animal took a big leap or :
claims to have been taken aboard a flying saucer earlier this two and completely cleared even the longest of Treadmills.
month, has reportedly passed a series of psychological tests.
The aerial phenomena research organiz ation (APRO)
in Tucson says that a team of psychiatrists and investigators has interviewed Walton , and they believe he is telling
the truth.
APRO's president Jam es Lorenzen Says that the pan(ZNS) A Michigan State University researcher says
elists who interviewed Walton do'not believe his story is a
hoax ; they concluded , Lorenzen says, that Walton is still
that turkeys are so dim-witted they don 't even know how to
suffering from extreme mental anguish resulting from
lay their eggs properly.
Richard Divelbiss of MSU's Agricultural Research Dehis bizarre experience.
p artment, says that chickens—because they are smarter
According to the story, six witnesses saw Walton d isappear after he was hit by a bluish light beamed from a UFO than turkeys—know enough to squat when laying eggs.
According to Divelbiss, the squatting allows the egg to
last November 5th. When Walton reappeared five days labe
laid
gently on the ground. Turkeys, he says, alm ost alter, he told a story about being aboard two flying saucers,
piloted by wierd, hairless beings in tight-fitting blue .
ways forget to squat, and —as a result— usually drop
clothing.
their eggs with a hefty smash on the ground..
Divelbiss says that the 10-inch drop results in 20 to
APRO adds that as strange as the story sounds, its investigators have been looking into n ine other accounts that
30 percent of all turkey eggs b eing broken before they are
are similar to Walton's.
even laid.
Five of the six witnesses who reportedly saw Walton
To counteract this, Michigan State has designed a
special shock absorbing "carpet" that reduces egg casualdisappear passed lie detector tests; the sixth was reportedly
so upset over the incident that the polygraph test was inties and improves the turkey birth rate.
conclusive.
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and waitin g at these locations
Kiss Concert , Bangor
Municipal Aud.

Apri l 16

The Regents Quartet ,
Apri l 17
Portland City Hall
_ . ^. .
Rav i Shankar , Pickard Theater April 19
Bowdoi n College , Bruns wick

Livin gston Taylor/Pousette Dart Band , Nasson College
Springva le

April 23

Bermuda Triangle , Bangor
Commun ity Colle ge

April 23

Ray Charles , Portland
City Hall

April 24

Centra l Main e Power ,
Colby College

Apri l 24

Jonathan Edwards, Bangor
Community Colleg e

Apri l 25

Les McCann , UNH, Memorial
Union Bldg.

April 26

Loggins
& Messina , UMP
? '
Robe rta Flack , UMP

May 12
May 9

can celebrate the tenth anniversary of the supreme court
AT¦ THE
¦ CIRCULATION ruling
that made it possible to buy and read this sensational

¦ ' :vvj 7 > ;vPES K: "

and TROPIC OF CAPRICORN are pretty hot books, but
they don 't have much to do with the tropics. For the most
if
liberty,
lace
of
birthp
the
best-seller in the hub of the nation,
part they are about Paris and New York, and from the
you wish. No doubt those literary experts Norman Mailer
start, I was overwhelmed by a sense of coldness. I made the
and John Ciardi (witnesses for the defense) will have someMistake of reading CAPRICORN first, which though being
thing planned for the occasion. '
the latter book, actually deals with events that took place bel
—Dave Dane
I won 't be as extravagent as Norman Mailer who
'
those of TROPIC OF CANCER. I say mistake not because I
living
American
novelist
"the
onl
said of Burroughs:
y
think I read the books.in the wrong order, but because I don '^
p
expunged)
"
u
,
but
I
do
- {Complete,
today who may conceivably be possessed by genius.
think CAPRICORN is as good a book. If you don 't
Sometime during the flight, it dawned on me that
'wish to say a few good things about a pretty good book.
like a Henry Miller book, it is because you don 't like its
three of the five books I was bringing with me oh vacation,
NAKED LUNCH is not written by a man "possessed by
narrator, persona, subject-matter'or whateveryouwant
time
had been eith er banned in this country, or tried for
",
it
is
about
genius but rather by a man who was on drugs;
*o call him Henry Miller. The converse is also true. It is
obscenity. It is not that I am a prig or anything, but I always that critics stopped using those two states synonomously.
because these books are like parts of a larger autobiography
feel uncomfortably self-conscious reading a book with "Long Burroughs' first novel JUNKIE (which is a good companion
which is still in progress, that this happens; you couldn 't real
Banned" or "Complete, unexpurged edition" plastered
piece to NAKED LUNCH), is the record of his drug beginnings call them novels. The Henry Miller of CAPRICORN did
all over the cover. "Ju dge a book by its cover" so on
and early drug history. NAKED LUNCH picks up where
not appeal to me like the Henry Miller of CANCER. There
and so forth...I wondered what the stewardess was thinkingJUNKIE left off. What has happened to the author in those
is something lacking that I got a glimpse of now*and th en — ;
curious,
between
the
books:
the
factual,
or
so
years
Books that cause a sensation always seem to be the last
ten
real reverence for people, which is so wonderful in TROPIC
experimental tone of JUNKIE has given way to visionary,
OF CANCER. Alot of people have said very intelligent thing
s
| I read. I much prefer a good ,, inconspicuous, seemingly
£ if.
innocuous worK by a writer of limited , though generally
about this aspect of Miller's work, but I find it very difficult
hardened , disillusioned warnings of a junk -worn man. "A
. acknowledged fame. I confess I feel a little prouder
to express. Suffice it to say that when Miller is at his best,
word to the wise guy." Burroughs says.
carrying one of Robert Lowell's books around , than 1
NAKED LUNCH is a very striking, very poignant
those truly great moments in TROPIC OF CANCER, really
- do with a copy of HOWL in my back pocket. This is a
book , that deals with more than the Junk world, or the
make you feel good.
problem of mine, and friends are quick to point it out: I am thoughts of a junkie. Burroughs extends his ideas on
Miller is a tremendou s writer. He has an overwhelming
The
suspicious of sensational things in general, and sensation al,
addiction to economics, politics, and societal rites.
control of the English Language, a sixth sense about peop le,
best-selling books particularly. I 'll miss alot of good
satire is very good at points, as Burroughs accumulates
and perhaps most important of all, a sense of humor.
,
the
however,
,
but
very
often
literature that way they tell me, and though I feel like
igantic
and
monstrous
metaphors
Contrary
to popular opinion he is equally good describing
g
telling them there is still more than enough to read that doesn't . book seems to falter. It is too repetitious in my opinion,
a dinner, a person, a multimilliovn dollar corp., or yes, an"
Burroughs
depend upon sensation for its success, I know that the
and his narration loses a good deal of its force.
act of sex.
could have used a better editor.
thing I can say in my defense, is that eventually I will
•: get around to reading them..
I brought Henry Miller with me because I was going
William Burrough's NAKED LUNCH was tried for
south, way south. For some strange reason, I had always
obscenity in the state, of Massachusetts in 1966. On July 7, y ou associated Miller with the tropics. TROPIC OF CANCER
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any great acting.
It is a relaxing m ovie, one tha t is predict able and
somewh at improbable. The plot has Robin coming home from
the crusade to once again inhabit Sherwood forest. The actions
con tinue from there with some in terest ing encoun ters,
bu t not hing like the 3 Muska teer 's material. If you wan t
t o cool your heals at the flicks , t ake ou t your girl , or v
h ave a night of total procras t ina t ion go see R obin and
Marian, as it is pretty good entertainment.

MAR KET
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40 Elm St.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
Fkia
Ualiian-Dagwoed
Tuna Si Roast Beef
:
Sandwiches

% Suit - T h ur s ,
8i30 - tli00
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All the Pres identsMen
AJ1 the Presidents Men is a good movie..^ It is much .
like watching two men work themselves into &e^entei^¥'
.-. 5 = - ¦-. '. - :
of a maze. One wonders the reasons behind Woodward
and Bernstein 's1 'journey : are th ey idealistically motivated 1
to root out evil in politics, or are they just in it for the
ia-ory, a promotion and a nice paycheck? Unfortunately
we never really get the answers, but one suspects that
it's a little of both. If there is a flaw in this m ovie it's
that you never really get to know Woodward and Bernstein as
people, only as reporters tolling to find that ofte;quctable
source.
This is an int riguing movie that will stimulate you
both in tellectually and emotionally, the story is both
factually and dr ama t ic ally sound. Watergate is a dead
issue it seems , and if only for t he purpose of reexamining it,
All
the Presidents Men is well worth seeing.

I Any stories or po ems not returned - ^fe^Wij^^ S; i
f r om last issue are being
%
^^^ TtBx I " '
cons idered f o r this next issue
I
^J ^ ^^P \

Robin and Marian
This is Audr ey Hepburn 's return.t o movies and it s
not exactly a spectacular vehicle for reentry, but alcogether
it's a nice movie. Sean Connery is good as Robin and
W !(.Vburn is fine as Marian. However, the movie reall y
lacks any drama t ic rallying point for these two to put together
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pasipha e

AnAmericanDebut

SPECIAL ELECTION
A special class election will be held on Friday, April
23. This will be a re-run for President of the class of 1979
as Jan Morris' name was omitted from the first ballot. The
candidates for this office are Cheri Bailey, Dave Lemoin,
Dave Linsky, and Jan Morris. No new candidates will be
added to this race. However, nomination papers for Secretary of the Class of 1978 may be picked up at Roberts Desk
on Thursday April 22. This position is still open as Lisa
MeBride , the only candidate for secretary, was disqualified.
Due to uiriess she missed a semester which places her in the,
class of 1979.

Those of you who like monsters, heroes, and
LOST: One green Esterbrook pen.
beautiful women, will enjoy "PasiphaeV' a modern interpretation
Reward
- Bill Silverman, Ext. 524.
of a Greek myth, which will be staged April 23 and 24
¦
¦¦ ¦' ' -' ¦ ¦ / ¦ ' .:•
at 7 and 9 p.m., and April 25, at 1:30 p.m. at Mary Low
.,
. '
-J
. .
Dining Hall.. Admission is one dollar with free refreshments served (by slaves no less) between acts.
Questions? Contact Becca Hushing x-569V LOST- Last fall? Yellow cotton jacket Washington &: ~ '
Lee University emblem on left breast, very old .(20 years)
and looks it, sentimental value. Call Sue, 121W oodman,
Simmer '76
Ext. 573.
. .
<

^__

College Music students and just plain fans of sound
under 22 are eligible for a youth-fare travel package,;this
June that features a musical happening — both classical and
jazz — ih a charming Swiss Alpine valley town.
Included is the round trip by Swissair or Trans World
Air jetliner between the United States and Geneva and
eight days in Montreux , located in western Switzerland'on
On Friday, April 16, at 8 p.m.," ih Given Auditorium
the shores of Lake Geneva and surrounded by the Alps,
Karen B lough will give a full-length recital of music
Montreux, already known as an arts center and locaby such composers as Bach , deFalla, Satie, Barber, Ives,
tion of an annual international jazz festival, will be the site
Copeland, and Bernstein. The recital is a culmination of
of the First International Brass Congress from June ,13 to
her Special Topics in American Vocal Music. Mrs.
June 19. The gathering will b ring together brass-section Margaret Small will accompany on the piano and Jean
musicians from symphony orchestras around the world as
Rosenblum will accompany on the flute .
well as brass-instrurhent^-playing jazzmen, for concerts and
.
other activities.
_f5_KW_R0_0S_P__K_K_B_n_«
This package includes hotel accomodations and two
meals daily during the co ngress, all co ncerts and related ¦
ictivities and the congress banquet.
IMPORTANT: Senior Meeting to discuss commence
Youth fares are especially tailored for those who
ment tonight at 7:00 in Given Auditorium.
jrant to spend more than a week or two abroad. In fact , the youth fare traveler has.the right to remain abroad for
a full year. It is an ideal/package for thestudent who wants
to spend an entire summer in Europe.
The package price is $599 from New York, $640
STUDENT SPEAKING EVENTS
from Chicago and $654 from Los Angeles.
The Congress will be held under auspices of the InSpring Semester stitute for Advanced Musical Studies, which occupies the
The Louise Coburn Prizes for Reading
form er Grand Hotel of Montreux. The Institute was foundPreliminaries: 7 pm Monday , April 19, 204C Miled in 1973 as a bridge to professional performance by proler Library.
mising young musicians of all nations. This year, it has exThe Event: Jette Art Gallery, Sunday, April 25 at
panded into other music-related activities such as sponsor3 pm-.
ship of the Brass Congress.
Additional information can be obtained from the muThe Levine Prizes for Extemporaneous Speaking
sic department of most colleges or universities or at ConGeneral Topic: 1976: Celebration of Disillusionment? vention Coordinators, Inc., 300 East 40th Street, New York,
Preliminaries: Friday; April 30, 4 pm , 204C Miller-t
New York 10016. Telephone (212) 682-0200.
Library.
The Event: Wednesday, May 5, 7:30 pm , 106A Bixler.
A joint spring concert by the Waterville Community
Choru s, Colby Community Symphony Orchestra and
Colby Glee Club will be presented in Colby's Lorimer
Chapel at 8 p.m. Sunday, April 25.
The program will include "Te Deum " by Giuseppe
Verdi, "Symp hony in D Minor " by Cesar Franck and "Five
.
Orchestral Songs" by Richard Wagner,
The symphony will be led by acting director Harry
Dunscombc while the community chorus and glee club
will both be under the direction of Paul Machlin.

The Montgomery Interscholastic Speaking Contest
(Open to secondary school students)
Saturday May 8, Lovejoy Building, 1:00 pm.
For further details call Prof. Witham , Miller Library
203G, ext. 265 or 465-3994.
VWMmWMMWMmTA
W
-WM-T-*m
WSI COURSE
People who have had WSI previous to last spring must
be updated in order to teach. "
, , The course has been scheduled for Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, April 9, 10 , and 11. The first meeting is at
6:00 p.m. here at Colby. The Saturday and Sunday meetings will be at the Waterville Boys Club in the evening. It
is a 12 hour course.
You may sign up for this at the physical Education
Office or call Extension 227.
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LOST: Silver handcrafted necklace. Last seen in the women's locker room of the Field House, beneath the hair
dryers. If found, please contact Pam at 873^5006.

sssssssssssasM ,^
Watch Found in Quad-—just before vacation. If
can be ID'd call Rod ext 562.
.W. t . * '

BICYCLES: Very good quality ten-speeds. .All French
Racing type with excellent components. Reynolds frame
and sew:ups. Call Joe , 872-5118.
sssss ocssssssssx
ATTENTION: WMHB is now offering professional training
to those students who might be interested. NO EXPERIENCE
IS NECESSARY;.but you must be willing.to learn.
Apply to: Manager, WMHB, Box 1008, Roberts Union.

-o
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ANNOUNCEMENT : Underclassmen who wish to stay and
help with graduation , sign up with Susan Benson, Roberts
Union, ext. 295.

ATTENTION: WOMEN - Any women interested in living
in ATO next year should contact Pete Garrambone (ext 550)
within the next week for information regarding eligibility and l
application procedure. Also, if you have any questions about
living in ATO come over and ask the girls living there this
year (Leigh Morse, Hanna McCrum, and Melissa Lind) and
, -x
check out the room .'
.
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A representative from Scott Paper Company, Portland,
Maine, will be on campus to conduct in terviews with
students interested in positions in Retail Sales. Mr.
Edward Radgowski will be at Colby on Thurdsay, April ' ,
19. To arrange an interview time, come to the Career
Counseling Office, LI 10,

routtcsssssscsssa!
APPLfe-OF-YOUR- EYE- COOKBOOK
What are your favorite vegetarian recipes? We arc
Q
cpmpiiing a cookbook of easy-to make recipes,
original butj iot necessarily exotic. Share your
favorite meal plans as well as individual dishes. ,
And tell us something about yourself - what you,,- \- -r
<lo and whjj t y p \ ilike, All recipes, su ggestions,
r and comments are welcome and contributions
Remember: you don 't have
will be ack nowledged.
to enjoy vegetarian foods. ., ;| <,,
veg^tarian
, n ,,; - ,;
to be a
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GRANTS FOR SUMMER.STUDY IN LATIN AMERICA

C
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1. Harol d P . Walker Grants are offered for summer study
in Mexico in 3. 976;f Attendance at-.the Summer School of
the AutQnornbus National University of Mexico or of another institution approved in advance by the Committee
on Foreign Study and Student Exchange,Program s must
be arranged.
^' .V3V
2.- Afspecial'Walker Grant is bffered fprVplanned travel in
LatirtVAmerica in;this summer of 1976. Special qualifications
Good command of Spanish or Portuguese ;.experience in
newspaper reporting and dem onstrated-interest in jour nalism ; recommendations from two facu lty members; presentation to the Committee on Foreign Study of an acceptable program of travel and goals; upon return , submission of
a "satisfactory report of observations and experiences."
App licants must demonstrate need, as determ ined by
the Financial Aid Office. Selection will be based on academic qualificati ons an d likelihood of profiting from the
experience. Preference given to juniors, to students who
have not previously received a Walker Grant , and to students who have had little or no experience in living and
traveling in Latin America.
Application forms can be obtained from Prof. Cauz ,
32 3 Lovejoy, or from Mrs. Downing, 205 Eusiis.
Deadline tor application is April 15, 1976 .
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NOTE: Walker Grants are not limited to Spanish majors. •
SUMMER RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
SEMINAR IN USSR

Development

, American Youth Hostels has ju st announced four neverso-cheap LIMITED EDITION bicycling trips for this summer!
|
Two U.S. Bicentennial trips are the "Cool Cod Caper ,"
Edinboro State College invites, college and
and the "Maniac Miler." Both are 4-week bicycling trips
university students to enroll in is Third Annual Russian
through portions of New England. The "Cool Cod Caper "
Language and Culture Seminar in the USSR , from July
starts
in Springfield , Massachusetts on June 24th — and
'
* •
31 to September 2, 1976.
ends in Boston. This trip winds down the New England Coast
The seminar is for beginn ing, intermediate, and
through New Hamp_hire...with one and one-half weeks on
advanced students , Six semester-hours of credit will
Cape Cod. That means swimming, sailing, and sunning on
be granted for successful completion of the program,
M artha's Vineyard, Nantucket and Hyannis. Total cost for
which includes 96 contact-hours of Russian Language
the month is $333 , which includes lodging, food , a trip and
instruction by highly skilled Soviet professors working
insurance.
under the general supervision of a US professor of Russian.
The "Maniac Miler", down the coast of Maine, is $276
The classroom emphasis will be on conversation and the
for the four weeks! It leaves from Boston June 30th and
practical aspects of the Russian language useful for
visitors to the en ds in Bangor, Maine.
U_oK.
For those of you interested in European adventures, the
Two weeks will be spent in Leningrad (Dyuny), two
"Rhineland Roamer" (Rhineland Germany, France and
weeks on the Black Sea coast (Sochi), 4 days in Moscow
Swiss Alpine country) and "Tale of Two Countries"
and two days in Helsinki, Finland.
^England
, France, Belgium and the Netherlands) are for you.
The'out-of-the-classroom emphasis in this program
The
"Rhineland
Roamer " is $1065 and the "Tale of Two
is on establishing lasting person-to-person friendshi ps
Countries"
is
$
999 — both include roundtrip air fare
'vith Soviet citizens , interacting with Russia); Trie?-..if
from
Dulles
International
Airport in Washington , D.C.,
in sports and lively night life activities , and visiting theatres , art
shipment
of
your
bicycle,
all food , lod ging, travel costs,
galleries, museums, and other points of interest.
a
trip
leader
and
insurance.
They start July 1st and July
The cost —lower than th at of any comparable program -—
28th
respectively.
is $1199 plus ESC tuition ($33 in-state , $60 out-of-state,
Contact Bill Gilmore - (703) 592-3271.
per credit). This includes round-tri p transatlantic air
travel on Finnair scheduled flights; all travel within the
If you would like a jo b in Europe this su m mer and
Internships offering grants up to $600 plus travel
Soviet Union; first class, twin hotel accomodations ; 3
, are between 17 and 27, then write to this address now!
and research expenses are available from the
m eals daily ; dail y sightseeing in Moscow and Leningrad ;
There are jo bs available in Europe such as volunteer service
Population Institute for students interested in worka special excursion by hy drofoil to Petrodvorets ; one special
work , student ski trips to Austria , cycling in France , and
ing on population growth and environmen tal issues.
threatre event in Moscow or Leningrad , and baggage
, summer language camps. Room and board are free for
Students who participate in the Intern Program
handling. Not included are tax and visa fees, amounting to $16.
volunteer service work and other jobs are paid proporwil l w ork clos ely with state legislators and agencies
Onl y 32 spa ces are avail able , so it is essential that
tionally. For more information write to :
in r esearching and analyzing population-related
a $150 deposit be sent as early as practible to Dr. Julius
»
issues , policies and leg islation. While continuing to
M. Blum , Profess or of Rus sian , Edinboro State College,
SOS — Student Overseas Service
the
in
tern
courses,
Edinb oro , Pa. 16444. (Office telephone (814) 732-2417 ; home atten d regular college or university
22 Ave de la Liberie
wi ll als o sp end part of the week(10-12 hours min.)
Chone (814) 734-1776),
Luxem bourg, Europe
groups
with
other
eeting
m
agency,
his/her
sponsoring
with
Ticketing must be completed b y May 3 1, at
v vhich time final payment will be due.
and individuals .doing neede d researc h and wri t ing
and making perio d ic tri ps to the state capitol. Each
Part icipant s will need US passpo r t s and Sovie t
intern will arr ange for academic credit for the internvisas. It is advisable to have the Soviet visa photos
ship wi th a faculty advisor.
(three, 1 Vi" x 1 .4") made at the same time as the
Generally, internshi ps run fr om Sep tem b er
US passpo r t pho t os (two , 2 V." x 2 '/.").
through May or June , bu t summer program s in
selected states wilt be available. The program
¦
¦ ¦
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•' 'ou t line 'inflexible and-'alternative-approachessto.. r-.w
, Prop in for a delicious
^
C0ltU
S
research of population policies wiH be ,considered.
£
<3 Roast Beef Sandwich or Pizza
Project states will .be s elc ted in la te spring on t he
%
basis of av ailable placemen ts; Stele's curren t ly
¦ ¦
'fc
¦ ¦. ¦ ¦.¦ .,. . . , . . , / .
§
Dagwood
Italians
Groceries
; ¦ . : , - ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ - :• ¦. . . .
.
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under consideration include: Ala., Ariz., Cal., Colo., f
CO LD BEE R 0pe n fi ] l Mf dn f
'; Conn,, Del., Fla., (m,,, lnd.,.lf>wft, Ky., Mass., Md., Min|.,
Now students who want to work in Great Britain ,
Take , out Servi ce
^
France , Germany 6. Ireland don't have to wdrry about iill " l Maine; *$?&$&.,N&$N$,N^lrV^,Qliip,
%
Tel.
873-4372
Al
Water
(
1
Street
;
the red tape u sually involve d in 'finding a job abroad; CIEE ,
.
Pa., £&.., Tenn t ;Tex:; Va.?V^WashVW. Va/
J
1
the largest n'bn-'pro 'fit stti dent' travel organization in the
'jj
The d eadline for ap plica t ions is A pril 30.
fI
U.S., will make all the afrfai gements so that students can
f
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work in alny bf these four countries.
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NYS Assembly Offers Summer Internships at the Capitol
in Albany. The Assembly Intern Program , in operation since 1971, is again offering ten summer inteny-ositions for New York State residents who will be going into
or have just completed their senior year. Graduate students
are also eligible. All applicants must b e matriculated in a
degree program for the 1976-77 academic year.
Interns will work on a specific research project in
conjunction with m embers of the Assembly's professional
staffs. Interns will receive a stipen d of $1,500 for ten weeks *
of full-time work.
For more information p lease contact the campus coordinator for the intern program, Mrs. Doris Downing, 205
Eustis, or the Assembly Intern Program , the Capitol, Room
519, Albany , New York , 12224.
Field Experience credit may be arranged.

EM PLOYM ENT
OPPOR WHlTltS

Camp Somerset, Oakland , Maine has a position
open for a young woman at least 21 years of age who is .
in her senior year and would be interested in being the
n
housekeeper for the Camp Director. Candidates must be -.'
available to begin work on May 30th and to terminate
' on or about September 3. The position pays $600 for the camp
season plus room, board and laundry.
Mr. Allen Cramer, owner of the camp, will be interviewing interested young women at Camp Somerset on
the evenings of May 5,6,7, and possibly Saturday, May 8.
However, Mr. Cramer would appreciate it if candidates
sent him a letter of application listing previous job experience and
general interests to this New York office:
Mr. Allen Cramer
225 East 57th St.
N.Y. . N.Y. 10022
;
For further information ab out Camp Somerset com e
to the Career Counseling office, LI 10.
T'*F *r

,%

' i>
"Mother 's Helper" wanted starting in September.Three
children ages l 1/.and 4, and newborn (due in September) .
Old farm in Southern Maine, 2Vz hours from Boston. Nearby
University of Maine, good local art school, Portland ,
seacoast and White mountains. Room, board, small'
salary.
Jp b will in clude helping with children , some house
cleaning and general "Girl Friday " duties. Flexible schedule and
ample time for reading, writing, waltang, skiing, taking
courses, etc.
Applicant should have experience with children,
appreciate country living and fit easily into a busy, informal
household. Own car would be helpful but not necessary. ,
Other information: Hu sband a lawyer and a state
legislator and will be running for re-election next fall. Wife a
painter. Two dogs. Oldest son attends misery school.
v)
Interests in gardening, art , canoeing, cross-country skiing,
politics.
Alice and Dick Spencer
R.F.D. 1
Sebago Lake, Maine 04075
Telephone (207) 642-3259

EXKZX-CS]
The New York State Employment Service announces
various full- and part-time job openings in Warren , Washington, and Saratoga counties of New York State. Although
unemployment is hi gh in this area, openings in various occupations are p icking up. In addition, there will be many
job openings for the summer in the Lake George region.
Som e of these jobs are live-in , some are not; most do not
require experience; most are full-time and will last from midto late June through Labor Day. More information is available in the Career Counseling Office.
_2_a_f_OE_0
Job p lacement specialists at Opportunity Research indicate that there will be in excess of 5 0,000 good summer
jobs at National Park facilities, State Parks, dude ranches and
private summer camps. Students are urged to app ly early
(prior to April 1) as the good jobs go fast. Free information
on student assistance for summer job p lacement may be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to Opportunity Research , Dept. SJO , 55 Flathead Drive, Kalispell MT 59901.

h.
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The Boston office of ACTION/Peace Corps/Vista has announced its recruitment projections for this summer. 80%
The Agency for International Development
of the openings occur in July.
The New England Campng Association Inc., operates
offers overseas opportunite s for candidates with
The projections indicate a number of possible program s for
a Staff Referral Service for students, graduates and
undergraduate degrees in accounting and one year
applicants who will be receiving degrees in the liberal arts '—
interested
in
finding
teachers
employment
for
approespecially those with training in French. Liberal arts graduof professional experience or graduate students in many
ximately eigh t weeks in sunmer camps. They are an
ates should be:
areas of study. For further information on the Inter1. Extremely flexible as to where they would like to \ )
national Development Program , visit the Career Counseling equal opportunity referral service. There is no charge for this
form
and
licants
must
fill
out
an
application
service.
App
be placed.
Office, Lovejoy 110
return it to the Staff Referral Service- NECA , 19
2. Thinking in term s of going in July, no later.
Commonwealth Ave., Boston ,Ma 02116. For
!.Ql_:i-IJ3
3. Subm itting an application by the end of March, if
app lications, send a request and stamped, self-addresJob Title: TRIP LEADER
they wish to be considered for a program this year..
sed enevelop to the above address, or come to the
Location : Rochester, Vermont
Except in the summer months, there are very few program s
Career Counseling Office, Lovejoy 110.
Salary: $300 - $500 All travel and livig expenses paid
open to applicants with degrees in the social sciences.
Lead group of high school teenagers (7 — 10 students),
By submitting the app lication by the end of this month ,
He****
on cycles tours around New England, Eastern and
liberal arts graduates will have the best possible opportuniThe Nashua Fresh Air Camp, Inc., in Greenfield , New Hamp ty of being offered a program in the Peace Corps.
Western Canada, and Europe. Interview with DirA pril ,
shire, is looking for a Waterfront supervisor, Playground
ector in Boston or Vermont required before acceptance
in many instances, will be too. late.
supervisor, general counselors, and an arts and crafts counseMust be 21 years old. Interested and qualified applicants
Applications are available in the Career Counseling Office.
lor for the summer season. Because of the limited sleeping
should apply no later than April 15 b y letter to:
arrangements, the camp must limit their teaching staff to
Ted Lefkowitz, President .
%__!* ____* _____! _____' ____females. There are two openings (male) for maintenance
^^ * <^^ ^J* ^^*^^
Student Hosteling Program
work.
Contact
the
Career
Counseling
Office.
Map le Hill
The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston has an opening for a .• ,
_____ _____[ __!__ ____* __!_? '
Rochester , Vt. 05767 (802) 767-3297
**f * *T*^m*^t* ^w*
Research Assistant with potential to advance to a regional •*
May contact Mr. Lefkowitz by phonr: oho
Camps Andover, Waldron and Guild , run by the Missionary
statistician. The work involves gathering and analyzing
Society of Boston, are now reviewing applications for sumregional
economic data in preparatio n for publication. Apt iii aii a
mer camp counselors/ The three cam ps arc located on Lake
plicant
should
have a bachelors degree in Economics, a
Winnisquam , in Meredith , New Hampshire, and serve boys
knowledge
of
mathematics
and preferably of work with comand girls ages 9 through 16. For information and applicaThe Paul Revere Mem orial Association in
puter applications.
¦ tions, com e to the Career Counseling Office.
Boston has notified us of openings for Guides at the
For information and the address of the Bank's PerPaul Revere House on the Freedom Trail in Boston
sonnel Consultant, come to the Career Counseling Office.
_le sleskak _le _lthis summer. Guides give tours of the house, deliver
Water Safety Instructor
short talks on Revere, operate the admissions desk
Requirements : Red Cross WSI; previous experience
*
sales desk, and perform other similiar duties. Openings
preferred/ Portland , Maine residents preferred.
The Jordan Marsh Company is seeking candidates for
occur throughout the year. Main recruiting periods are
Description: Provide swimming instructio n and supervision >
their Executive Training Program scheduled to commence in
in April and May . For more information about these
children and adults at one of 3 pools as part of town
earl y June and in September. For a descri ption of the proopenings come to the Career Counseling Office,
summer recreation program. Job runs from the end
Lovejoy 110.
gram, and the person to write to , come to the Career Coun- .
of June to the end of August, 35 hour week.
&
seling Office, L 110.
i m-mmmMM i
¦..
Tennis Instructors (2)
, - , j- . .
•
WANTED: Student Travel Consultant
Requirements : .Matur^ivabovq/ayerngeTennis player with
!.o book rooms for: dUALITY INN/ AMERICAN
orthodox style. Person
should not be self-taught but :
¦ >¦ ¦ ' 1055'North federal Highway
;
should have recciveij tbirnfis lessons themselves so
. ' ; "tmt Lauderdale , Florida 33304
,-\
as to have correct form and correct strokes.
Send letter indicating interest in position.
V
Description r Teach beginning, intern tenriiis to'ihner
city you th ages 7'- 17.
Location : Fran klin Field, Boston , Mass. Starts June
'"
:,,
1st, goes tlo end of August. 40 hour week.
_____ ! TKgllHIIf

'

'

:

"
¦

*** ;

For salary and addresses come to Career Counseling
Office. L110.
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By Jenny Frutchy

_A£RQSS_
1
Colby p lace
3
Offer
5
—and wig.
9
Down in the dumps
10
— legal secretary
12 Greek letter - abbr.
14 Greek letter - variation
16 Popular drink
20
Petro
21 Star sign
22 Taverns
23
Toro
24 The night before
25
Colby league
26
Gallery name
27
Unknown : abbr.
28
Eats
30
Economic abbr.
32
Trainer
was going to St. Ives
33
35
Greek letter
36
Dawn Drink
40
Lion Home
and fro
41
43
Basketb all
45
Morning moisture
47
Animal
48 Terminus
49
Dental "Association
51 Even
Note
52
54 Man 's name
55
College test
56 Limb
57 Call
58 Sports Union
60
Feeling
Arboretum tree
62
63 _ . , Pennies,
64
Beat
Young one
65
66
my: latin
68 Science Building
70 Winter place
71 Dr.
73
Bio. term
75 Sick place

M Y A CHING
ENVELOPE
Ronm P osn er
I was written on Saturday morning, sealed , stamped
an d harshl y dropped into a patriotic cage on the corner.
After much sorting, my edges worn b y careless handling,
I arr ived a t Wa terville, Maine.
While downtown, the letters I traveled with to Colby
were separa ted in to Eus t is, Roberts, or Dana-Coburn. Then
in the earl y m orning fros t, we were delivered , in our respect ive mailhags , to the scattered mail locations. The handling
pro cess had not ended. Oh my poor aching corners !
Dana-Coburn letters were sorted , Dana delivered to
its mail room across the grass. But before I could get to
the one !was sent to, I: was again sorted into Mary Low, Coburn , Foss , or Woodman categories. Finall y in to the 4P* box
for Mary Low, waiting to be called upon.
I heard abou t Dana packages claimed at Coburn , UPS
packages; at Eustis, Roberts packages at Roberts (wh at an
amazing featl), a letter delivered three m onths late, ano t her
crumbled on the floor , and reg istered or insufficient postage
items noted to be p icked up downtown. What a let down
it must be for someone to go into town and pay 6 cen t s
ex tra on a letter from your boss saying you don 't have a
. -.. ..^
summer job I
Anyway, having been flipped all day b y every girl
'n Mary Low wi t h a las t name beginning with 'P\ my name
was finally called. I had reached my desl?y
t ina t ion , bu t even
shc contributed to thy ailing c^n^ition
tearing me apart.
Maybe in t he fu t ure , Waterville and Colby will be kinder to
Positive envelopes.
By the way, 1pecked in to the envelope next to me and
'ound out that Roberts Renovation will attempt to, alleviate the

79
80
81
83 ..
85 "
87
91
93
94
95

96

97

Singing group
You Know Whose
Local Caretaker
Neutral
With 46 Down , a p lace for pool or pong
.
either
Admonish
Dine somewhere but Seller 's
Social Scene
Mascot
Sandy material
Wed nesday night spot
Animal name
Degree
Like
Berth
Parking Place
Mediu m
Place to live: abbr.
Literary m agazine
Drink
Verb
Freu d part
Negative
Chem. suffix
Chapel
Haze time
bet.
Not
See 5 Down.
Sunday morning syndrome
Cherish
Shelves
Sunday night person
First 3 vowels
Radio Station
Bio. structure
Early ship
Morning pest
Man 's name
Mark
Doc.
Greek Letter
Sick
Self
Bird
An act of Maine
Party
Numerical prefix
Pronoun
Fled
Conjun ction
Sweet and
.
Act
Pronoun

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
13
15
16
17
18
19
23
26
28
29
31
33
34
37
38
39
42
43
44
46
47
50
53
55
59
61
64
66
67
69
72
73 '
74
75
76
77
78
82
84
86
88
89
90
92
94

Scram
Dorm
Mom
Three miles
,
Greek letter
Yearbook '
A time for fun
Fled
Males
Exclamation
Finals
Sunset Boulevard

inefficient mail system. There will be one mail room where
each student will have a box, where all packages can be
claimed , and hopefully, where all postal purchases can be
handled . What a relief to know th at the sorting and handlin
system will be better for other letters. Who knows, with
the present system, a letter sent this year may not be
found until the renovation starts in the summer of '77!

' Vic Y A L E
Interdisciplinary curriculum
designed and taught by the
Yale Collogo Faculty.
* Open to qualified studenfs
who have completed at least
one semester ol degree work
In college.

BOB - JGV Resta urant

Every SUN thru THURS
DRINKS & DRAFTS '/.price

j

7-9 PM
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Each center offers courses
which are not related lo (he
interdisciplinary programs of
atudy; humor writing workshop,
Humanities Cooler
Introduction to music, IntroForms of Literary Modernism
ductory philosophy, Intercolonial America
mediate psychology on the child
Origins of the Modern World
in society, mathematics ,com- •
Modern Japan
putor science, physics, chemls
Film . „ ,
try, engineering, astronomy.
„ .
Social Sciences Center
Language, Culture,and Cognition
"- The Study of Legal Institutions
Capitalism, Socialism, and Political Systems—Democratic
and Non-Democratic
Policy and Decision Making
• Program sponsored jointly by
Iho Humanities and Social
Sciences Centers
„, '¦ .- ,. ' .,
.
- Rovolullons and Social Change
Application Information! • •
,
8u
Natural Science* Center
[m£t,mi8S ~nB
_!lT.?_
1602A T.
Yale Station
4S
Systems
Now Havon CT OB520
The Biosphere
(203) 432-422D
Genetics and Blochomrslry
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The THIRD WORLD
C0/MG EVEHtS

Heidi Neumann
There will be a num ber of lectures and films this next
week which are a part of the Third World Cultural Program.
Tonight, John McCoy will give "A Personal View on China."
The first two segments of the film , "The Apu Trilogy,"
will be shown on Sundav afternoon . Visiting lecturer, LesIieJSwartzwill speak on "Women in China" on Wednesday
evening. Finally, the African film, "Emitai," will be viewed
next Thursday evening.
All of the events in the Third World Cultural Program
are organized and funded by the New World Coalition, the
International Relations Club, and the History and Government Department, with help from the Coffeehouse, SOBU ,
the Modern Languages Department, and the Colby Club. The
lectures and films this week are all free of charge.

Los Subrosa Presents
YERMA
—Paco Callanan

On Saturday afternoon, April 24th at 5 :30 p.m. in
Roberts Loft , theColby Spanish Club — Los Subrosa —
will present Yerma, a play by Federico Garcia Lorea. Lorea
was a leading poet and dramatist in Spain before the outjbreak of that country's Civil War in 1936. In that year Lorea
was arrested and executed by the fascist regime. His works
continue to grow in popularity, diffusion , and prestige, testifying to their substantial and enduring value, independent
,of the great attention they received upon the martrydom
of their author.
Yerma is the tragic story of frustrated motherhood in
.a young Spanish peasant woman. Yerma—whose name means
'
is.chained in life to the husband of her father's
"barren"choice, a husband who spends all of his days and many of
his nights working in the fields; a husband who doesn't
know physical love. She is forced to spend her days alone
in
her husband's house and her nights in the cold of his
Having just returned from a visit to China in March,
bed.
Leslie Swartz will be at Colby to share her insights on the
The anguish of her solitude becomes concentrated
WedChina.
Her
lecture
is
scheduled
for
role of women in
into
a
single buring desire. Her life, her womanhood, her
nesday, April 21at 7:00 prn in Lovejoy 215.
very
sanity
come to depend on her obsession with fulfillMs. Swartz did her undergraduate studies at Oberlin
ment
as
a
mother.
With desperate patience and an almost
College and received her masters degree in Chinese Studies
from the University of Michigan. As a member of Michigan's religious sense of m arital fidelity, Yerma watches as her ad
descent companions flourish into fertile and fruitful moCenter for Chinese and Japanese Studies, she has been inYerma persists two years in her struggle to maintain
thers.
StuAsian
volved in a program which is aimed at developing
both
her
personal-dignity and the honor of the; household
dies in U.S. high schools. She is currently teaching at Linin the eyes of the village. But it is a small village, a sm all
coln-Sudbury High School in Massachusetts.
.has always known everyone else. It is no secret to anyone (but Yerma) that her
husband is impotent.
The major conflict which ensues places supreme
psychological pressure on Yerma. She is forced by her
Following its prem iere in 1954, Satyajit Ray's 'The
obsession
to question her love for her husband, to partake
Apu Trilogy" was the first Bengali film to gain world-wide
in
the
fertility
rites of a cult of superstitious Holy Women ,
acclaim. Critics have praised th is portrayal of Indian life,
the ability to discern between reality
and
finally
to
lose
ranking it among the most beautiful and moving of all films
and the haunting visions of her mind.
ever made. Based on a novel b y Bibhati Benerji , the three
Yerma represents the first full-length production
films depcit a gentle, often humorous approach to the life
undertaken
by director Frank Perez since he instituted
of a Bengali boy, Apu. In a style of poetic realism, director
the
Club
five
years ago. For the title role he has chosen
Ray weaves together Indian folklore with radiant imagery. .
a senior who has been associated with
Bobbin,
M
iss
Tob
y
He uses a natural settling to reveal both the humor and the
the company since her freshman year. Miss Bobbin spent
tragedy of the Bengali people. Ray isreknowned for his warm
last year studying in Madrid. Also starring are Andrew
and expressive cinematography as well as for his profound '
Gleem an as Juan , the husband of Yerma, and Karen Brown
as Maria. Also appearing in supporting roles are Olen
The first part of the trilogy is "Song of the Road."
Kalkus and Shirley Cunningham.
It concerns Apu 's boyhood and the struggles of his Brahman
The presentation will be entirely in Spanish. Yerma
family who live near Berares. "Song of the Road" will be
is a play studied in Sp. 126 though and is linguistically
shown in Lovejoy 100 on Sunday, April 18 at 1:00 pm.
strai ghtforward enough so that most students who are
The second part , "The Un defeated," is a sensitive deable
to read the play would benefit from the experience of
piction 'of Apu 's adolescence, his entry into the University
a
theatrical
dramatization. If you understand Spainish , you
of Calcutta , and the eventual loss of his famil y. It will be
owe it to yourself to share in this representation which
shown on Sunday, April 18 at 4:00 pm in Lovejoy 10TTarfaT
should prove not only culturally but also emotionally
will be repeated the following Tuesday at 7:00 pm.
stimulating.
The final episode, "T he W orld of Apu ," is a culmination of the ideas and themes presented in the preceeding
sections. It is thought to be the most moving and artistically accomplished of the three films. "Th e World of Apu " is ,
about manhood and Apu's search for meaning in life. It
concludes the trilogy with the birth of his son and the start •;:
of a new life cycle. "The World of Apu" will be shown in ,:.
Lovejoy 100 on Sunday, April 25 at 4:00 pm and will be re*?
: "' '" '¦' '"''"''' '" " "
"Emitai" promises to be an important film about revolupeated on Tuesday, April 27 at 7 :00 pm.
tion with one of the best and clearest views of what the raising of consciou sness is all about. The film was made in 1970
by Ousmanc Sembene, an African writer and filmmaker who
is reputed by many to b e the father of the African cinema.
From 1895 to 1960, the West African country of Senegal was under the domination of French colonial rule, Based
on an actual occuranee in a southern Senegalese village near
ART SUPPLIES
the end of World War II, "Emitai',' portrays what leacis to *
s
revolution and how it is enacted. In the story , the French
.
74 MAIN STREET
have
conscri
pted
all
of
the
young
men
in
the
village
for
mili"f
_____M_____M_____l___M_M_________ a___M___l_M___M___M___M_M
tary duty. A year later, the French demand-that the Dyolan :
villagers give up all of their rice. , When the villagers refu se, a
massacre takes place in order to maintain "discipline." Through
the villagers' resistance to the French, "Emitai" presents a micr
rocosmiic view of what it meant to be subject to colonial rule
¦an d what bitterness has remained after independence,
'.Fear, ma gic, and collectivism are evident in the Seneculture.
galese
One of the most im pressive achievements of
;;:; . ' 'V 4o^Min ' ^ty^l I3L . V^Wr Mi«frM<\ -v^vj
;!
the film is its emphasis on the cultural distinctiveness of the
Senegalese villagers and their religious ceremonies (the title
o' f the film , "Emitai,"is the name of the villagers' god of
thunder).
The hauntingly real characters and events in "Em itai"
;v
can
be
an important lesson in history; and a penetrating in¦¦¦' ¦'
'^ '^f m ' -^M ' : ;*'..
sight into another culture. The film will be shown at Colby
PERSONAL EXPRESSIO
N
ENDURING
In Lovejoy 100 on Thursday, April 22 at 7tJO pm.;
:
--

Women In China

APU T r i l og y F i l m

" EMITAI "

BERRY'S

: ;t tMiiftRliiifcl
'

'

*

LECTURE TONIGHT
a p ersona l view of chinas V'
"It will take m any visits and reports before we can
sort out a reliable picture and prepare ourselves and the Chinese to view each other realistically," says John M cCoy who
will be speaking at Colby tonight. Having traveled throughout China in a relatively free manner during the summer of
1973, ProfrMcCoy will describe his experiences and present
his personal picture of the People's Republic.
Prof. McCoy 's observations are backed by an extensive knowledge and long contact with the Chinese culture in
Southeast Asia. He is one of the foremost theoretical linguists responsible for the direction which training in the Chinese language is taking in the U.S. After studying East Asian
and Mongolian literature at Harvard, he worked in Japan and
Southeast Asiaas a linguist specialist for the government. O
McCoy returned to academic life as a professor in the De- •
partment of Modern Languages and Linguistics at Cornell
University. Currently, he is the associate director .of the
China-Japan Program at Cornell and heads Chinese language
instruction. Aside from his specialty as a linguist, Prof. McCoy
is a collector of Chinese folk poetry, usually of the erotic
variety.
The lecture tonight will focus on the chang es that
Prof. McCoy has observed since his previous visit to China
during World War II. In his 197 3 travels, he visited the cities
of Canton, Peking, Shanghai, and Hangchow. He also spent
some time on a rural commune north of the city of Canton.
Throughout the trip, he interviewed many people, taking
special interest in the students and teachers at the Chinese
universities.
When describing his observations on China , McCoy has
been denounced "as both a godless apologist for the regimL )' '
and a reactionary wrecker of the good deeds done so far."
Whatever the reaction tonight, John McCoy's "Personal View
on ChuS'* should be an enlightening and informative experienceV The lecture will be held in Lovejoy 215 at 7:00.

THIR D WORLD
C A L EN D A R
Friday A pril 9: Reggae Concert - Jam aica Way, 8:30 pm
Coffeehouse.
Sunday April 11: Film - Song of the World (Apu Series I / )
4:00 pm Lovejoy 1O0-.
Monday A pril 12: Lecture — H oward Bird , Multinationa ls,
Friend or Fo e; 8:15 Given Aud.
Tuesday A pril 13: Lecture - Howard Bird , The Multinationals and Third World Resources;
1:30 , Lovejoy 205.
Film — Song of the World; second show- : .
ing. TBA.
Thursday April 15: Lecture -John McCoy, Per sonal View .
of China; TBA.
Sunday A pril 18: F ilm - Undefeated (A pu Series II). 4:00
in Lovejoy 100.
',, '
Monday April 19: Film - The East is Red , TBA.
Tuesday April 20: Film - Undefeated} secon d showing, TBA.
Wednesday April 21: Lecture — Leslie,Swartz , "Women
.< ,
'' O' .V.
in China" 8:00 Lovejoy 215.
Thursday April 22: Film - Emitai, 7:30, Lovejoy 100.'
Friday April 23: Film - Passengers, TBA.
Saturday April 24; Dramatic Production Yermai Coffeehouse, 5:30.
Sunday A pril 25: Film - World of Apu (Apu Series III).
4:00 Lovejoy 100.
Monday April 26: Tentative Lecture - Archibald Signam.
Tuesday April 27: Lecture-Em ilio Gonzalez , "Spain:
':
It's Perspective for the Fu ture" 7:30
in Lovejoy 215.
Film -second showing of Wo rld of Apu, '
Wednesday April 28 j Lecture - Professbi-s Reumah ,"'Our ' ' ! '
View pf China at the Dawn of the Re- ' '
public" 7 :00 Leonard Lounge; v
-v
Monday May 3 s Film — Antonio Das Mor tes ; Lovejoy 100
9:30 pm.
M
Tuesday fylay 4: Film - The Rfd Detachment of Women, , ,¦
7s00 pm , Lovejoy 100.
Wednesday May 5: Lecture -Jfohn Langlois, "Mao as an
' 'Expressioni of the Chinese Cultural Ethos|
; V V . V 'C
7:00 pm , Lovejoy 215 ,
i
Friday May 7: Lecture, Patrick Braircaccio, "Edijcation
,k,
and R evolution, in Madag_s_ar 7 pm^' Given. ^;j
Saturday Way 8: Bengali Dinner , TBA. ,
.;
Sunday May 9\ Film - Tagone, TBA.
']
Saturday May 15i Films - The G reen Berets , 3i00 pm , Lovef
joy 100\ Hearts and Minds, 7i00 pm , Lovejoy 100. .¦ • ¦ . ;¦
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jl) - "Unique opportunities," stated the ad in the
ege newspaper, offering - 'foreign .travel," were now ;• V}.
lable for seniors and graduate students in any one of
0st 30 fields , both technical and general. .
Who made this enticing offer? The company was
he Company" — that is, the CIA. -. The CIA is stepping up its recruitm ent efforts on
nation's campuses. Cooperation with these efforts university administrators and career placement officials
ising. And student interest in the nation's rn ost powerintelligence agency as a prospective employer is also
easing, according to GIA officials in Washington DC and B
Boston.
A recent conference sponsored-by the CIA on
jority hiring, held in Washington for university
ter officials — all expenses paid by the agency^ — drew
:than 60 participants from schools throughout the
intry. The university officials, though expressing "some
fticism 5 'towards the agency,, did not raise the question
ie CIA's illegal activity. A UCLA official saw
:
thing/wrong" with the conference, and a career of-o
I from the University of Michigan said that the conr
nee participants "encouraged the CIA to come back
he campuses."
A CIA summer intern program for foreign studies
been drawing an increasingly popular response in '- "
tnt years. When the program started in 1967, there ;
ie five participants. Now there __re 45, with m ore
i one thousand inquiries every year. Progtanv participants;
mt half of which end up as permanent-CIA employees,
ie from a wide range of majors and colleges, including such
stigious schools as Harvard, Yale and the University
fihicago.
The current tight economy is one factor which makes the
4 inviting to many students. Where else can an expert in
;h a specialized suBject as Asian languages find a job
Iseem
days? PhD's have grown especially interested in
ployment, according to Bob Ginn, Associate
^tector of Career Placement and Off-Cam pus Learning-at
^.
tvard, because "the CIA is one of the few places hiring in re»»
L.u
Ben. ;
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Would you belieye that Wonder Bread is made by ITT?
Beer is a prodiict
of the Illinois Central
That Dad's Root
;
¦
: >:V_ % s^ - .'7 . ¦¦:'"'
Railroad? V :V' .<' "j , ;-;.:
^
:- >:•:.-•'' tWould you believe-that the'same'people.who-v.ant you
to see your reflection in-your J oy-washed dishes also make
sudsy .Ivory Liquid and Thrill? Or that your. Excedrin headache pills and your Bufferin quick .relief tablets come from
tlie same manufacturer? That the only Mom in Celeste
Pizza's family recipe is the parent company, Quaker Oats?
You wouldn't know from the product labeling or
p articularly from any of the television or radio advertisments. But it's true.
The fact is, m any of today's products are presented
to consumers through med' ia advertising as if they were
put out by small reliable family-owned businesses, while
tihey are actually off the assembly line of several manufacturing moguls. The competition between similar products
is often only, a matter of corporate sales statistics and
slick advertising. '
It's time to be m ade aware of these practices
and the Federal Trade Commission 'has b$en recently, asked
by myself and four of my colleagues to crack down on
large corporations that deceptively advertise themselves
as small or family-owned bu sinesses. Our petition would
also have the" FTC require produ ct advertisers to disclose
the name o f any corporation of which they are a division
or subsidiary.
- Consumers have too' often been mislead into thinking
a'g igantic company is a small business. This is based on the
successful marketing theory that many people often have a
strong preference for purchasing goods and services from
small or fam ily-owned businesses. This consumer attitude
is based on the belief that the smaller businesses provide
better quality items, more personal service and prompt
attention on warranty claims'
While this reputation is a well-earned one for the nation's small businessmen and a credit to their quality efforts, it is no help to them when they are nosed out of the
m arket place by misleading advertising by gigantic corporations.
Another and equally serious aspect of this problem
is the disguising of the parent corporation when it is the
same producer of two competing products. Without the
knowlege that Minute Maid is produced by Coca Cola, American consumers have no real awareness of the high degree
of economic concentration and m onopoly in the major industries: supplying them with products and services.
When they pay the price for these products, consumers have the right to know what goes into them. Without
the prop osed changes in the Federal Trade Commission regulations they will not be able to make this important
determination . <*
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The recent pub licity surrounding the CIA ' s aeries actuall y helps its recruiting efforts , added Ginn *
ause "it makes kids think about the agency ."
Pr otest by stud enfs against CIA recruitmen t oh campus is
now beginning to crop up at some schools. At the
i D iego cam pus of the University of California , stufor a chan ge of pace
nts protesting CIA recruitment jostled and spat upon
nex
t fall . . .
gjersity pres ident David Saxon. At UCLA, a story in
t student newspaper , the Daily Bruin , on the CIA' s
ANMOUNCIN G TWO NEW SPECIA L
firm ative action conference promp ted loud and angry
SEMESTER PRO GRAMS
monstrations. Pro tests against "university complicity "
AT DREW UNIV ERSITY
ih the agency were also staged at Berkeley and the
liversity of Michi gan at Ann Arbor ;
The Br ussels Semester on the European
Economic Commun ity
The student critics stress that the CIA has violated dem( f or eco n o m ics , p olitical science , h istory
mti c rights wherever they have conducted activities, and that the
majors)—now in the fall as well as the spr ing.
npai gn to hire minority stu dents is part of an effort to *.
A unique and challenging opportunity to
tercise dominion over the colonial and under -developed
study
and experience the movement towa rds
rid. '* .
European
political and econom ic integration.
But many students , besides eyeing the CIA'for a
The
Theatre
Semester
i, support its rig ht to be on canip ius/acqording to career
Internship with the New J ersey Shakespe are
icement officials at several colleges. At Harvard , a student who .
Festival , a pr ofessional (Actors ' Equ ity)
illenged the rela tionshi p betwe en the univers ity and
repertory compa ny in residence on Drew ' s
tCIA was immediatel y countered by five students debeautifully fore sted campus one hour west of
raing the agency 's right to be there.
New York City.
Career placement officials also support the right of the
Student s front your college have par ticipated in
A. to recruit on campus , and the right of studen ts to
Drew 's other semester programs in the past (fo r
full transferable credit): The Ar t Semester in New
luir e about CIA employm ent.
York
City, The Semester in London on comparat ive
To throw the CIA off campu s, as protestin g
poli
tical
science , and The United Nations
"d ents demand , is "an insult to the free choice of stude
Semester.
Consu lt you r art or politic al science
"d ents ," according to J ohn Munschauer , director .qf
depa
rtments
for information about these, or write
* Career Center at Cornell University. "It 's censorship ,"
these
department
s at Dre w for informatio n and
ia dded.'
applic ation.
Even the CIA's publicly -known illegal activities,
""
• ' '
/" SUMMER SCHOOL TOO!
cording to Ginn at Harvard , should not deny someone
>
'
«ri ght to seek employment there. "Do you stop sorrie [ J uno 7 to J uly 2, J uly 6 to August 3 .
anthropology, art, astronomy, botany ,
* from being a Whi te House fellow because the Presi dent
chemistry , economics, Engl ish, film, history ,
fcht have committed illegal acts? " :
lan guages , mathematics, music, philosop hy,
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Less is More

(photo by J ohn Devine)

M other Martha 's A l l Original Non-Denom mational For t Wierd J ug Band
(photo by J ohn Devine)
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Friday night marked the start of an activity that may
become_a permanent "part . of Colb y College extra curricular
life —-: the J ohn Levin Arts Contest sponsore d by the
__
Center for Coordinated Studies.
Competition included entries in drama , music, and
art by many Colby students with Friday night serving as
the culmination of the contest. J udges included RELS ,
Susan Benson , Paige Tyson , and Mrs. Regan , a Waterville artsit.
Af ter the dust cleare d , the jazz band , "Less is More "
won one of the three prizes given out in the performan ce.
. Nick Mencher won another prize with readings from his
own original manuscri pts. A touching performance of
"Anas tasia " captured the fianl honors , with Becca Hushing
and J enny Holan as the two characters.
In the Art field, Marty Connolly won an award with
drawings of the Colby campus. Ral ph Petersen captured
another honor with his pencil sketching of the child of
the late musician J im Croce. Photographic art medium
was dem onstrated successfull y by Geoff Parker as he
captured the final,award in the artistic medium field.
Other notable entries were Chas Cowings's madness
cuts, Peter Wetherbee 's guitar perform ance, and original
scores b y Ron ald Davids on the guitar.
All the judges agreed , however , th at the choic es were
difficult and that Colby College students demonstrated
their own style and talent th at many in the audience never
perceived as existing.
Mem bers of the Center said that they hope the
contes t will become an annual affair brin ging togedier
the college's students who apprecia te the fine arts , and an
audien ce interested in Colby tale nt.
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Becca Hushin g and J enny Holan - "A stasia "
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V , R o n Davids

, (photo by GooffP arker)

